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ABSTRACT

In the modern ocean, the distributions of a variety of chemical elements are
controlled by a combination of physical circulation and the metabolic activities of marine
organisms. While mixing acts to homogenize ocean chemistry, chemical gradients in
oxygen, phosphate, and carbon isotopes are created through a process known as
"biological pumping," the transfer of elements from surface to deep waters via the
production, sinking, and decomposition of organic matter. Similar processes must have
been at work in ancient oceans, but chemical patterns of certain time periods preserved in
the geologic record are very different than today's, prompting many authors to suggest
different operation of either biological pumping or circulation during those time intervals.
Accurate interpretation of ancient chemical patterns, however, requires disentangling the
competing effects of biology, physics and changes in bulk ocean composition, which is
difficult through intuition alone. This study utilizes observation and numerical models to
explore what combination of factors best explains chemical signals preserved in the
geologic record and how the biological pump has operated through earth history.
For the Paleoproterozoic, the efficacy of biological pumping is evaluated through
a combination of field data and numerical modeling. Samples of carbonate cements
collected from the Pethei Platform, a 1.9 Ga stromatolitic reef, reveal a substantially
reduced carbon isotope gradient with depth relative to the modern gradient, 0.5 versus
2‰. Such a small gradient would conventionally be interpreted as indicating a weak
biological pump, but steady-state simulations using a two-box model of the
Paleoproterozoic ocean suggest that the lack of a carbon isotope gradient may instead be
due to high partial pressures of carbon dioxide in the Paleoproterozoic, which would
increase the ocean's dissolved inorganic carbon content and damp the effects of biological
pumping.
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A second box modeling study investigates the role of biological pumping in
creating deepwater anoxia in the post-Carboniferous Phanerozoic. Previous work had
suggested that anoxia might be the product of either increased or decreased thermohaline
circulation. Using open-system 3- and 4-box models of ocean circulation and nutrient
cycling, we show that different mechanisms may operate to create anoxia on long and
short timescales, and that estimates of ocean oxygenation are sensitive to the circulation
scheme and vertical resolution of box models. Overall, we find that changes in lowlatitude productivity and thermohaline circulation interactively cause dysoxic to anoxic
conditions on long timescales, while reduction of convective mixing induces rapid
transitions to persistent dysoxia or anoxia in all simulations.
Finally, the relative contributions of biological pumping and ocean circulation to
Permian deepwater anoxia were evaluated using a general circulation model of the ocean
coupled with a biogeochemical model of phosphate and oxygen cycling.

Previous

authors had postulated that stagnation of ocean circulation led to deepwater anoxia in this
time period. We find that climatic warming consistent with Permian paleoclimatological
evidence reduces ocean circulation rates and lowers deepwater oxygen concentrations to
anoxic levels.
Although the competing factors controlling ocean chemistry make extracting a
causal mechanism for ancient chemical patterns complicated, these numerical
experiments demonstrate the utility of numerical models in deconvolving the competing
influences of marine biological activity, circulation, and ocean composition. Our results
suggest that large differences in chemical patterns among geologic time periods do not
require cessation of either productivity or circulation, and that the sedimentary record of
ocean chemistry is consistent with the presence of an active biological pump throughout
earth history.
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“In fact, diagenesis is just a social construction.”
Diane Lequar

Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

Fossil evidence suggests that marine life has existed on the Earth for over 3.5
billion years (Schopf, 1992). However, information about the nature of life derived from
fossils is limited and describes conditions only at discrete geographic points. In addition,
preservation of sedimentary rocks decreases with increasing age, so even this information
becomes sparser and sparser with increasing time from the present. Fortunately, ancient
life forms left more than physical impressions behind - evidence of their chemical
influence on the environment is also preserved in many sedimentary rocks.
The metabolic and catabolic activities of marine organisms significantly impact
the distribution of chemical elements in the ocean through a process called "biological
pumping" (Broecker and Peng, 1982) that works to transfer elements from the surface to
the deep ocean. Because this process is faster than the time required for ocean mixing, it
causes gradients in ocean chemistry on large spatial scales that can be transferred across
ocean basins and recorded in sedimentary rocks (e.g., Hsu and McKenzie, 1985; Zachos
et al., 1989; Holser and Magaritz, 1989; Slowey and Curry, 1995). Evaluation of these
gradients can thus provide insight into both the nature of contemporaneous life and its
impact on the chemistry of the ocean-atmosphere system.
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However, biological influences do not determine chemical patterns alone. The
gradients created by organisms are also a function of overall ocean chemistry and ocean
mixing, which works to homogenize gradients. Although the effects of these competing
influences can be characterized in conceptual models, the complex interactions among
them make it difficult to predict the long-term effects of perturbations in any one factor.
This study uses numerical models to unravel the contribution of biological pumping in
shaping the marine environment of the the past and to gain insight into past modes of
biogeochemical cycling.

An Introduction to the Modern Biological Pump

The process of biological pumping starts with uptake of carbon dioxide, nutrients,
and trace metals in surface waters by the ocean's primary producers, phytoplankton.
Biological activity works to deplete surface waters of these elements and concentrate
them in particulate organic matter (note that trace metal enrichment can occur both
through ingestion or passive adsorbtion of metals onto organic particles). Photosynthesis
discriminates against the heavier isotope of carbon,

13

C, and as a result organic matter

also becomes enriched in 12C.
If all organic matter were decomposed in surface waters, carbon, nutrients, and
light isotopes concentrations at the surface would not change.

However, carbon is

exported from surface waters primarily by the sinking of large organic aggregates
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(Honjo, 1996).

Small particles created by primary producers are packaged into larger

aggregates through both coagulation and incorporation into zooplankton fecal pellets.
These particles, ballasted by inorganic particles, sink out of surface waters and provide a
flux of 12C, phosphate, and trace metals to deep waters, which become enriched in these
elements with respect to the surface ocean (Broecker, 1982; Kroopnick, 1974).
Biological pumping creates an opposite trend in oxygen. Oxygen concentrations
in surface waters are high, due to exchange with the atmosphere and production of
oxygen during photosynthesis. In deepwaters, oxygen is used by aerobic heterotrophs to
decompose the organic matter exported from the surface, so oxygen concentrations
decline with depth to a minimum value at the base of the thermocline (Broecker, 1982).
Unlike carbon, phosphate, and trace metals, oxygen concentrations rise slightly below the
thermocline in the modern ocean, due to the influence of high-latitude source waters, but
remain much lower than surface values.

Ancient Ocean Chemistry

The chemical patterns produced by the biological pump are preserved in
sedimentary rocks; carbon isotope and trace metal concentrations can be interpreted
directly from calcium carbonate precipitated from seawater (Veizer, 1983), while oxygen
gradients are inferred from the presence of reduced minerals and metals in sediments and
from sedimentological evidence such as lack of bioturbation and high organic carbon
content (e.g., Arthur and Sageman, 1994).
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Research performed for this thesis indicates that the Paleoproterozoic marine
carbon isotope gradient from the surface to the deep ocean was small relative to today's.
Conventional interpretations of a decreased gradient would invoke reduced productivity
to explain the small difference in surface and deep water δ13C, which would be consistent
with hypotheses of less efficient biological pumping before the evolution of zooplankton
(Logan et al., 1995). Numerical experiments presented here, however, suggest that the
diminished gradient is consistent with biological pumping as vigorous as that in the
modern ocean.
Whereas the impact of the biological pump on carbon isotope gradients appears to
have been damped in the Paleoproterozoic, its effects on deep ocean oxygen seem to have
been amplified at times in the Phanerozoic. Previous research documenting evidence of
anoxic depositional conditions in sedimentary rocks suggests that the deep ocean
experienced widespread anoxia during several intervals of geologic history (e.g., Fischer
and Arthur, 1977; Berry and Wilde, 1978; Bralower and Thierstein, 1984; Holser and
Magaritz, 1987; Malkowski et al., 1989; Gruszczynski et al., 1992; Kajiwara et al., 1994;
Kaufman and Knoll, 1995; Isozaki, 1997).

Most authors have attributed anoxic

conditions to changes in ocean circulation, but these hypotheses stem from conceptual
models that do not account for interactions among circulation, chemistry, and biological
pumping (but see Derry, 1992; Wignall and Twitchett, 1996). Simulations with box
models and a general circulation model presented here indicate that deep ocean anoxia
can be caused by a variety of scenarios with a wide range of circulation and biological
pumping rates.

5
Significance

Unusual ocean chemistries are thought to have played a role in the rise of oxygen,
mass extinctions, and the creation of petroleum and ore deposits. Determining the role of
biological pumping in creating ancient chemical gradients in oxygen and carbon isotopes
could thus greatly enhance understanding of the history of life, its impact on the
environment over time, and the creation of mineral resources. By analyzing chemical
patterns in a quantitative framework, the studies in this thesis provide new insight into
life's influence on the sedimentary record.
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Chapter 2

INTERPRETATION OF A PALEOPROTEROZOIC δ13C PROFILE FROM THE
PETHEI GROUP (GREAT SLAVE LAKE SUPERGROUP, N.W.T.)

Abstract

Samples of carbonate cements collected along a depth transect of the Pethei
Platform, a 1.9 Ga stromatolitic reef, reveal no more than a small (~0.5‰) carbon isotope
gradient between shallow and basinal facies. The magnitude of this gradient would
conventionally be interpreted as indicating low export of organic matter from ocean
surface waters, but steady-state simulations using a two-box model of the
Paleoproterozoic ocean suggest that the small carbon isotope gradient may instead be due
to high partial pressures of carbon dioxide in the Paleoproterozoic, which would increase
the ocean's dissolved inorganic carbon content and damp the effects of biological
pumping.

This study suggests that carbon isotope gradients may provide a rough

constraint on contemporaneous ancient atmospheric carbon dioxide levels, particularly
for periods in the Precambrian for which large gradients have been inferred.
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Introduction

Carbon isotope distributions in the modern ocean reveal much about the nature and
abundance of modern marine organisms because patterns in δ13C are largely controlled
by the integrated metabolism of the ocean's biota. Marine organisms affect modern
carbon isotopic composition through the "biological pump," the transport of elements
from surface waters to deepwaters via organic uptake, sinking, and remineralization (e.g.,
Broecker and Peng, 1982). Phytoplankton, the ocean’s primary producers, preferentially
take up 12C in surface waters to produce organic matter, a fraction of which is transported
to the deep ocean. The exported organic matter is largely decomposed in the water
column, releasing the light isotope of carbon to deepwaters.

This process, called

"biological pumping," creates a carbon isotope gradient between the surface and deep
ocean, with high δ13C in surface waters, declining to a minimum value at the oxygen
minimum zone, and then remaining relatively constant with depth (e.g., Kroopnick,
1974). The modern gradient in δ13C between the ocean surface and 1 km depth is
maintained at a steady-state value of approximately -2‰ due to a balance between
downward transport by biological pumping and upward transport of carbon and nutrients
through upwelling.
Based on the assumption that similar processes must have been at work in ancient
oceans, carbon isotope gradients preserved in sedimentary rocks have been used to infer
information about past biogeochemical cycling. So far most analyses of carbon isotope
gradients have been carried out in Phanerozoic sections, where benthic and planktonic
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foraminifera or shallow and deep-water marine cements supply carbon isotopic data for
deep and shallow water masses (e.g., Saito and Van Donk, 1974; Hsu and McKenzie,
1985; Given and Lohmann, 1985; Zachos et al., 1989; Keller et al., 1993; Whittaker et
al., 1994; Surge and Lohmann; 1997). However, geochemical evidence is even more
valuable in the Precambrian, where fossils of the unicellular, soft-bodied bacteria and
algae that populated Earth's earliest oceans are rare and carbon gradients can supplement
the sparse physical evidence of life. In the study presented here, we use a surface-todeepwater carbon isotope gradient preserved in Paleoproterozoic carbonate rocks of the
Pethei Group (Great Slave Lake Supergroup, N.W.T., Canada) combined with box
models of marine carbon and isotope cycling to assess rates of biological pumping, and
provide constraints on atmospheric composition in the Paleoproterozoic.

The Proterozoic Biological Pump

Paleoproterozoic isotope gradients are of special interest because there is conflicting
evidence regarding the efficiency of the biological pump operated by primitive
organisms. There is no Paleoproterozoic evidence of either zooplankton fecal pellets or
large plankton-dominated marine snow, the major modern large particle sources (Honjo,
1996), which suggests that coagulation of small particles into larger aggregates was the
only mechanism of creating rapidly sinking particles in this time interval (Logan et al.,
1995).

In addition, although the discovery of sterane-derived biomarkers at 2.7 Ga

indicates that eukaryotes probably existed as early as the Archean (Brocks et al., 1999),
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Paleoproterozoic primary production may have been largely the function of smaller
prokaryotes, which would take longer to form large sinking aggregates than larger
eukaryotic particles. Slow settling of organic matter is supported by unusual isotopic
compositions of lipids in Proterozoic sediments, which may indicate concentration of
microbial reworking at shallow depths in the water column and only "feeble" export of
organic matter from surface to deep waters (Logan et al., 1995). Such retarded carbon
removal processes have been proposed to have prevented high organic carbon burial until
the end of the Neoproterozoic, limiting buildup of oxygen in the atmosphere and
oxygenation of the deep ocean (Logan et al., 1995).
Despite these considerations, several pieces of evidence suggest that the
Paleoproterozoic biological pump was vigorous and efficient.

First, organic carbon

contents of Archean, Proterozoic and Phanerozoic pelagic shales are comparable,
implying that open-ocean organic carbon burial rates were similar and that planktonic
matter has always been a major sediment contributor (Dimroth and Kimberly, 1976;
Strauss et al., 1992a).

In addition, carbon isotope comparisons of shallow-water bulk

carbonate and organic carbon δ13C have been published with data that extends back to 3.5
Ga.

These investigations reveal a persistently large fractionation between the two

reservoirs of about 25 ‰ (Schidlowski et al., 1983; Strauss et al., 1992b).

The

fractionation alone does not imply biological pumping, but suggests that the fraction of
total carbon input to the marine system buried as organic carbon was comparable to that
being buried today, of which 17% is buried in the deep ocean (Berner, 1982). It is likely
that the proportion of organic matter buried in the deep ocean during the Precambrian
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was even greater, as there was likely no significant influx of terrestrial organic carbon to
shallow-water environments.
Previous evaluations of Precambrian carbon isotope gradients have also hinted at
the existence of substantial biological pumping, although they have focused primarily on
surface-water values only. Gradients have been inferred from negative excursions of
Neoproterozoic shallow-water carbonate δ13C, interpreted as representing episodic
upwelling or transgression of 13C-depleted deepwaters (Kaufman and Knoll, 1995; Derry,
1992; Kennedy, 1996). Significant excursions of up to 10‰ suggest that biological
pumping was indeed efficient in changing the deep ocean's composition in the
Proterozoic, but the lack of corresponding deep-water data complicates the interpretation
of shallow-water negative excursions. The only direct measurement of a Precambrian
depth-dependent δ13C gradient was reported by Beukes et al. (1989), who provided
average data for shallow carbonates and basinal siderites of the 2.3 Ga Campbellrand
platform of Namibia and South Africa. Accounting for different fractionations between
calcite and siderite (Golyshev et al., 1981), the δ13C signatures in these sediments provide
evidence of up to an 11 ‰ water column gradient. However, the authors suggest that
very negative carbon isotopic compositions of deepwaters indicate the influence
hydrothermal fluids that had interacted with organic matter (Beukes et al., 1990), rather
than normal open-ocean waters. Resolving the apparent discrepancy between inferred
gradients and limited biology thus necessitates direct measurement of an open-ocean
carbon isotope gradient.
Like its Phanerozoic counterparts, a true Paleoproterozoic carbon isotope gradient
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would contain information on ancient ecosystems and their effect on ocean and
atmospheric

chemistry

that

could

help

illuminate

controls

on

Precambrian

biogeochemical cycles. A pelagic gradient would indicate organic matter export to
deepwater environments and an active pelagic plankton that could exert strong controls
on atmospheric carbon dioxide and oxygen concentrations on both short and long
timescales. In addition, confirmation of an early Proterozoic biological pump, despite the
primitive nature of Paleoproterozoic organisms, would suggest that carbon isotope
gradients should be investigated as tools for detecting ancient life on other planets in the
burgeoning field of astrobiology.

Pethei Group Carbonates

We chose the Pethei Platform of the Great Slave Lake Supergroup (N.W.T.,
Canada) as the focus of our isotope study (Figure 2–9). The Pethei sediments are 1.9 Ga
platformal carbonates that were deposited on the southern margin of the Slave Craton at a
paleolatitude of 10°N and are now exposed on Blanchet Island in the east arm of the
Great Slave Lake. The sedimentology and stratigraphy of the Pethei Group have been
exhaustively described in a series of papers by Hoffman (1969, 1974, 1989) and Sami
and James (1993, 1994, 1996), and chemical analyses of shallow-water carbonates have
also been performed (Whittaker et al., 1998). The Pethei Platform was a carbonate reef
entirely stromatolitic in nature, with apparently biogenic structures evident in shallow
through basinal facies (Hoffman, 1974; 1989).

Hoffman et al. (1983) determined
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Figure 2–1: Pethei location map (GBmz = Great Bear Magmatic Zone; GSLsz = Great
Slave Lake shear zone, MWfz = McDonald-Wilson fault Zone;Tmz = Taltson-Thelon
magmatic zone) after Hoffman (1989).

paleobathymetry of a similar, roughly correlative carbonate platform of the Rocknest
Formation, N.W.T., and estimated that original dips ranged from 2 to 7 degrees along that
platform. By analogy, the stromatolitic sediments of the Pethei group, which extended
more than 10 km from the shelf break, are thought to represent ~1 km of total original
relief (Hoffman, pers. comm. 2000). These sediments are ideal for a study of a depth-
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dependent marine δ13C gradient because they are characterized by large amounts of
marine carbonate cements, the precipitation of which is thought to have taken place in
situ, fostered by cyanobacterial photosynthesis at all depths (Hoffman, 1974; Sami and
James, 1994; 1995; 1996). In fact, up to 75% of the platformal carbonates are estimated
to be composed of micritic and radial-fibrous cement originally of high-Mg calcite
composition (Sami and James, 1996). Holocene marine cements have been shown to be
reliable indicators of contemporaneous seawater isotopic composition (González and
Lohmann, 1985), which makes the Pethei sediments a good potential recorder of
contemporaneous seawater chemistry for the Paleoproterozoic. Previous petrographic
examination has shown that, although regions of the platform have been selectively
dolomitized, cement components are largely calcitic and widely exhibit good textural
preservation (Sami and James, 1996; Whittaker et al., 1998). A previous geochemical
study of shallow-water carbonates of the platform also indicates that δ13C values of the
sediments likely preserve their original carbon isotopic compositions (Whittaker et al.,
1998), but the fidelity of deeper water carbonates has not been previously tested.

Formations and Facies of the Pethei Group

The Pethei Group comprises 4 platformal formations and their basinal equivalents
(Figure 2–2). Platform carbonates fall into two alternating facies categories: platformshoaled (characterized by abundant grainstones, oncolites, and current-shaped
stromatolites) and platform-submerged (characterized by poorly laminated stromatolites)
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Figure 2–2: Pethei cross-section after Hoffman (1989) with locations of sample
collection. (1) "Shallow" transect through shallow platform (Taltheilei and Wildbread)
and submerged platform (Utsingi and Hearne) facies. (2) "Mid-depth" transect through
ramp facies of McClean Formation. (3) "Deep" transect in McClean Fm. (4)
"Rhythmite” sampling transect. (5) and (6) "Evaporative" sampling sites.

(Hoffman, 1974). The oldest carbonates of the Pethei Group are in the Taltheilei
Formation and are of the platform-shoaled facies. Carbonates of this formation consist
largely of columnar, domal, and wavy stromatolites. Taltheilei stromatolite layers are
composed of spar-micrite couplets separated by detrital carbonate fill between columns
and have been almost entirely dolomitized (Sami and James, 1996). The younger
Wildbread Formation is also characterized as platform-shoaled, and similarly contains
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abundant laminar and columnar stromatolites, but these sediments are still largely calcitic
(Hoffman, 1974; Sami and James, 1996).
The Taltheilei and Wildbread Formations are separated by submerged platform
facies of the Utsingi Formation. These distinctive carbonates are generally poorly
bedded and are composed primarily of poorly laminated dolomicrite stromatolite stalks or
layers separated by regions of fibrous calcite cement (Sami and James, 1996). Sediments
of the Hearne Formation, which overlies the Wildbread Formation, also belong to the
submerged-platform facies and exhibit similar features (Hoffman, 1974).
Stromatolitic platformal sediments of the Pethei Group grade laterally into ramp
and basin-floor stromatolitic facies of the McClean (Taltheilei and Utsingi equivalent)
and Blanchet (Wildbread and Hearne equivalent) Formations (Hoffman, 1974). This
lithostratigraphic facies consists of short, columnar stromatolites composed of sparmicrite couplets with and separated by pillars of dolomicrite (nearshore) to silicilastic
(offshore) fill, with siliciclastics coarsening offshore toward an inferred area of tectonic
uplift (Hoffman, 1989). The McClean Formation is entirely stromatolitic in nature, while
the basinal Blanchet Formation is composed primarily of a fourth facies, limestone
rhythmites with rarer occurrence of basin-floor stromatolites (Hoffman, 1974).

Geochemical Methods

Analyses were performed on hand samples collected from transects through
shallow Hearne and Taltheilei (1), mid-depth McClean and Blanchet (2), and deep-water
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McClean facies (3,4) of the Pethei group carbonates. Based on paleoslope estimates for
the roughly correlative Rocknest platform (Grotzinger et al., 1983), these transect
locations are inferred to represent depths of approximately 0-100 m, 300-500 m, and 8001000 m (Hoffman, personal communication).

All facies except basinal limestone

rhythmites are composed of stromatolitic carbonate. Samples were slabbed and polished
and examined by cathode luminescence, and individual textural components were
sampled using a microdrill system with 0.25 and 0.5 mm carbide bits, providing ~100 µg
of sample for isotopic analysis. Cement components analyzed were primarily radialfibrous and early burial calcite cements from abundant pores, but sparry calcite and
dolomite were also sampled for comparison. Carbon and oxygen isotopic compositions
were determined using a Finnigan 252 mass spectrometer with "Fairbanks" autoprep
system and are reported relative to the Vienna PDB standard. The precision of isotope
analyses, determined from replicate analyses of standards is 0.08‰ for oxygen and
0.06‰ for carbon.
For trace metal analysis, 10 mg of calcite or dolomite was similarly drilled and
100 µg reserved for isotopic analysis. The remainder of the material was dissolved in
10% acetic acid, filtered through a 0.45 µm membrane filter, and subjected to trace metal
analysis (Fe, Mn, Sr) as well as Ca and Mg using a Leeman Labs PS3000UV inductively
coupled plasma emission spectrophotometer (ICP-AES). Precision varies with elements
and samples but is generally about 2%.
Percent carbonate, total organic carbon, and δ13C of organic matter were
determined using ~5 g samples of bulk material ground with a mortar and pestle.
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Samples were treated with ~100 ml 6.0 N HCl for 12 hours, then treated with 100 ml
warm acid and left for an additional 12 hours to dissolve all carbonate components. The
non-carbonate fraction was then rinsed and dried in a 70° C oven. The non-carbonate
fraction was then analyzed for percent carbon using a CE Instruments NC-2500
Elemental Analyzer, and CO2 gas from the analyzer was distilled cryogenically and
collected for isotopic analysis. In addition, untreated bulk samples and samples roasted
at 380° C for two hours to remove organics were analyzed with the EA and gas was
collected for determination of total carbonate δ13C. Precision of weight percent carbon
measurements determined from replicate samples is 0.77% and the precision of isotope
analyses is 0.04‰.

Isotopic Results and Interpretation

For microsample analyses, multiple cements were taken from samples judged to
be the best-preserved for various depth transects on the basis of petrographic analysis
(i.e., dull luminescence and preservation of original cement textures) - seven samples
from the deep-water facies, six from mid-depth, eight from submerged platform and
eleven from the shallow platform environment. The last stages of deposition in the
Pethei platform sequences are thought to have occurred under evaporitic conditions, so 3
samples from late-stage facies (Figure 2-2, numbers 5 and 6) were also sampled.
Carbonate δ13C values of components overlap for all facies, with the majority of
data falling between values 1 and 2‰ and values within individual hand samples varying
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by up to 0.5‰ (Figure 2–3a). In contrast, δ18O shows a wide range of variability with
maximum values of -4 ‰ and minimum values around -19‰.

Holocene reefal

carbonates, in comparison, exhibit a range of δ13C values from -2.0 to 4.9‰ and δ18O
values vary from about -4.5 to + 2.2‰(González and Lohmann, 1985). The most
enriched of all Pethei samples are late-stage dolomitic stromatolites that exhibit δ18O
values of ~ -4‰, and dolomitic components are generally enriched by 0.5 to 2 ‰ in δ18O
with respect to calcite cements (not shown - See Table A-1 in Appendix A), consistent
with thermodynamic predictions for coprecipitated dolomite and calcite (Golyshev,
1981). Deep-water facies show the most negative δ18O and δ13C signatures, but middepth and deep samples with comparable δ18O values consistently have similar δ13C
values with a possible maximum difference of ~0.5‰. Similarly, mid-depth and
submerged platform samples with equivalent δ18O values also have nearly identical δ13C
signatures (the highly enriched mid-depth sample with δ18O of

~ -4‰ was not

reproducible and is most likely a mislabeled standard). The range in δ13C in "shallow
platform" sediments, however, overlaps all other facies. Luminescent sparry calcite in
pores and one vein sampled do not exhibit substantially different isotopic signatures from
other Pethei samples.
Although oxygen isotopic compositions of the Pethei carbonates are quite
negative, both oxygen and carbon isotopic signatures of these samples are similar to those
of other carbonates of this time period. Consistently low δ18O values in well-preserved
carbonates have led previous authors to suggest that Paleoproterozoic seawater had a
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Figure 2–3: Microsampled carbonate δ13C data for (a) all microsampled cements and (b)
just shallow submerged, mid-depth, and deep-water platform carbonates.
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much more negative isotopic composition than modern seawater, around -9 ‰ (SMOW)
(Veizer, 1992; Burdett et al., 1990; Whittaker et al., 1998). However, because isotopic
evidence from ophiolite sequences suggests that early Precambrian seawater had a δ18O
value similar to the modern composition, other authors have suggested that the

13

C-

depleted nature of early Precambrian carbonates is due to higher ocean temperatures,
which would decrease the fractionation between dissolved inorganic carbon and
precipitated carbonate, diagenetic alteration or deposition in restricted environments (e.g.,
Knauth and Epstein, 1976; Muehlenbachs and Clayton, 1976; Gregory , 1991;
Muehlenbachs, 1998).
Although depletion in δ18O of up to -8‰ could be primary, the spread of δ18O
between -8 and -17‰ in these samples, is most probably due to diagenetic alteration of
original carbonate compositions. The covariation of δ18O and δ13C in the Pethei
carbonates is characteristic of burial diagenesis, during which dissolution and
reprecipitation of carbonate minerals during burial diagenesis tends to lower original
δ18O and δ13C values due to increased temperatures and low δ18O and δ13C of altering
fluids (Choquette and James, 1990). The ~9‰ range of δ18O in our calcite samples
indicates a temperature range of approximately 50ºC for equilibrium calcite precipitation
from a single fluid (Epstein and Mayeda, 1953; Craig, 1965), which is unlikely to occur
in normal marine environments. Diagenetic alteration is also indicated by petrographic
evidence. Shallow and midwater samples exhibit similar dull luminescence and similar
preservation of original fibrous cement textures, while deep-water carbonate cements,
which show the most severe depletions is δ18O and δ13C, are entirely blocky, exhibit no
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original texture, and are brightly luminescent (Whittaker et al., 1998; this study (see
Appendix A)).
Because alteration is suspected, only samples with similar, enriched δ18O values,
indicating minimal alteration, can be compared to assess the Paleoproterozoic δ13C
gradient (Figure 2-3b). Shallow-water carbonates have the most enriched δ18O
signatures, but also the most variable δ13C compositions, which likely indicate the
influence of organic matter recycling in a restricted shallow environment (Patterson and
Walter, 1994). Comparison of highest δ18O submerged shallow, mid-depth, and deepwater samples should therefore give the clearest indication of the nature of the
contemporaneous water column δ13C profile. The most enriched carbon values exhibited
by mid-depth and deep samples with δ18O of -12‰ (Fig. 2-3b) are offset, but by less
than 0.5 ‰, with deep-water samples more depleted in 13C. Similarly the most enriched
shallow and mid-depth samples with δ18O of -10 ‰ also slightly offset carbon isotopic
compositions by around ~0.25 to 0.5 ‰, with the mid-depth samples more depleted in
13

C. Means for shallow and mid-depth samples with δ18O values between -11.5 and -12.5

‰ (the only small range for which a substantial number of samples from two different
facies overlap) are significantly different at the 95% confidence interval. There is thus an
indication of a possible primary depth-dependent carbon isotope gradient preserved in
these samples, with a magnitude on the order of 0.5 to 1 ‰.
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Stratigraphic Variation of the Gradient

The Pethei gradient of 0.5‰ is comparable to that found by Given and Lohmann
(1985) for the upper 220 m of Permian carbonates of the Delaware Basin of Texas, and
by Surge et al. (1997) for shallow and deepwater cements of the Lower Cambrian Ajax
Limestone. Both studies attribute negative deepwater δ13C primary depletion of watercolumn δ13C due to degradation of organic matter, and our similar results supports the
existence of biological pumping at 1.9 Ga.
Unlike these studies, however, faulting and the island location of the Pethei
platform make it impossible to collect samples that are stratigraphically time-equivalent
along a single surface. Comparison of samples grouped by facies could thus be tainted
by the effects of evolving basin chemistry in addition to a depth-dependent carbon
isotope gradient. Figure 2–4 shows δ13C and δ18O for bulk samples (10 mg drilled
calcite or dolomite or average of all sampled cement components) from measured
stratigraphic sections. Although δ18O is highly variable, bulk δ13C shows variability of
less than 1.5‰ in both midwater and shallow-water sections and shows no evolution
toward more positive or more negative values. Large sample, bulk calcite and dolomite
δ13C values in the different facies also show no consistent trend with stratigraphic height
and no clear facies dependence.
The range of δ13C variability alone is shown in Figure 2–5, with bulk sample
values plotted along with data for microsampled components from individual samples.
δ13C within individual samples varies from 0.1 to 0.5‰ on mm to cm scales, and this
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Figure 2–4: Pethei bulk calcite (dolomite for midwater facies labeled dolomitized)
isotopic data and stratigraphic columns for (left) midwater and (right) shallow-water
transects (labeled 2 and 1 in Figure 2-2).
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Figure 2–5: Pethei bulk calcite (dolomite for midwater facies marked “dolomitized”) and
microsample δ13Ccarb data with stratigraphic columns for (left) midwater and (right)
shallow-water transects. Plot symbols are PLC = pore-lining cement; MS = microspar;
RF = radial fibrous cement; PFC = blocky pore-filling cement; DOL = dolomite.
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intrasample variability of marine cement δ13C in these carbonates is greater than
variability among samples within midwater and shallow submerged depositional
environments.

For example, although microsamples of non-luminescent pore-lining

cements and luminescent pore-filling cement from the same mm-scale pore in sample P338 of the midwater transect (see Figure A1-3) are essentially indistinguishable (1.43 and
1.47 ‰, respectively), non-luminescent pore-lining cements within 1 cm of the pore have
δ13C values ranging from 1.05 to 1.94‰.

Despite this relatively wide intrasample

variability, the range of maximum and minimum δ13C cement values of samples for
midwater and submerged platform facies does not change substantially with stratigraphic
height.
Bulk values for calcite and dolomite tend to be consistent with the range of
variability in cements sampled, although they are often enriched in

13

C relative to

microsampled calcite cements, which may indicate inclusion of dolomite in larger
samples. Overall, however, the small variation of δ13C in each transect for bulk sample
analyses indicates that the ~0.5‰ difference between midwater and shallow-water facies
we observe is not biased by our sampling.
The spatial variability within and between samples potentially records temporal
variability in water column chemistry as well as diagenetic alteration.

Given

stratigraphic thickness of Great Slave Lake Supergroup sediments (1200 m; Hoffman,
1989) and the ages of underlying volcanics and intruding diorites (1,928 Ma and 1,865
Ma, respectively; Bowring et al., 1984), a rough rate of deposition can be calculated to
assess the magnitude of temporal variation.

The apparent deposition rate for the
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Supergroup of ~20 mm/yr is high relative to the 10 mm/yr upper limit for Holocene reef
growth (Schlager, 1999), but includes primarily foreland basin siliciclastic sediments
(Hoffman, 1974). Areas sampled within hand specimens were a maximum of 10 cm
apart in deep-water samples, and were less than 5 cm apart in all other samples (drilled
from polished thin section billets). Thus analyses from within single hand samples record
temporal variation on the order of ~7000 to 30,000 years, while the whole section records
on the order of 100 million years of seawater chemistry. The relative consistency of
midwater and submerged platform δ13C over this time period suggest that the gradient
observed was a robust feature of the early Proterozoic ocean in this location.

Organic content and composition of Pethei sediments

Because organic carbon is highly depleted in

13

C relative to calcium carbonate,

organic matter can significantly influence the isotopic composition of diagenetically
altered carbonates. Thus analysis of the organic carbon content of ancient sediments and
the isotopic composition of that organic matter relative to contemporaneous carbonate
can provide further information on a system’s diagenetic history. Carbonates of the
Pethei Platform are generally poor in organic carbon (Figure 2–6) with a maximum value
of 0.024 weight percent.

These values are roughly consistent with organic carbon

contents other Early Proterozoic carbonates, the average for which has been estimated to
be 0.056 % (Strauss et al., 1992b). The highest organic carbon concentrations in the
Pethei carbonates are found in shallow-water and basinal facies (deep stromatolitic and
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Figure 2–6: Organic carbon data for Pethei samples: a) δ13Ccarb (‰ (PDB)) vs. TOC (wt
%); b) δ13Corg (‰ (PDB)) vs. TOC; and c) δ13Ccarb vs. ∆carb-org.
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rhythmite samples), while submerged and midwater facies have low concentrations of
organic carbon, on average less than 0.01%. The increase in weight percent organic
carbon from the submerged platform to rhythmite facies suggests that organic matter was
supplied by a pelagic biological pump, rather than simply being advected offshore from
shallower, nearshore environments.
Although the generally low organic carbon contents of Pethei carbonates
suggestorganic matter may have been destroyed after burial, which could have led to
incorporation of isotopically light carbon into diagenetic carbonate, δ13C of carbonate
carbon (δ13Ccarb) does not show a consistent dependence on total organic carbon (TOC) in
any of the five lithofacies (Figure 2-6a). Carbonates within the submerged platform,
midwater, and deep facies have organic carbon contents that vary two- to ten-fold, but
samples with disparate TOC values have similar δ13Ccarb values. Shallow-water and
rhythmite samples, in contrast, have highly variable TOC and δ13Ccarb values, but also
show no clear dependence of δ13Ccarb on TOC. The lack of a relationship between these
two factors suggests that δ13Ccarb was buffered during degradation of organic carbon.
Burdett et al. (1990) suggested that low δ13Ccarb variability in carbonates of the Rocknest
Formation may be the result of low initial porosity, due to both the absence of coarse
skeletal sediments and early, prolific cementation characteristic Early Proterozoic
carbonate platforms (Grotzinger, 1989; Grotzinger and Knoll, 1995), which would have
led to high water-rock ratios during diagenesis and buffering of pore fluid chemistry by
rock carbon. Additionally, initial porewater chemistry of Pethei sediments could have
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been characterized by high concentrations of dissolved inorganic carbon, a factor that
will be discussed further below in “Carbon Isotope Gradients and Atmospheric CO2.”
The isotopic composition of organic matter reveals more about the possible role
of organic carbon in diagenesis. δ13C in Pethei carbonates ranges from -26.43 to
-12.42‰, a range that is very similar to the range reported for the Rocknest Formation
(-25.8 to –12.0‰) and, like TOC, is consistent with the average value of δ13C of organic
carbon (δ13Corg) reported for Early Proterozoic carbonates of –25.0 ± 7.5‰ (Strauss et al.,
1992b). Figure 2-6b shows δ13Corg plotted against TOC. Deep-water samples exhibit the
most enriched δ13Corg values with maximum value of -12.4 and a minimum value of
-21.7‰. Submerged and shallow-water values exhibit a smaller range of δ13Corg of -22.2
to -26.4‰ that is comparable to the Early Proterozoic average. Although one midwater
sample is enriched relative to submerged and shallow samples (δ13Corg = -15.5‰), the
other sample analyzed has δ13Corg equivalent to that for the shallower facies (-24.4‰).
Diagenetic alteration of organic carbon tends to enrich remaining kerogen in 13C relative
to the precursor organic carbon (e.g. Strauss et al., 1992b), but it is unlikely that the large
enrichment in midwater and deep-water organic matter is entirely due to postdepositional alteration.

Laboratory and field studies suggest that the magnitude of

alteration due release of 12C-enriched hydrocarbons should produce enrichments of only a
few per mil, rather than the 8-10‰ enrichment shown in midwater and deep-water δ13Corg
(Peters et al, 1981;Watanabe et al., 1997; Des Marais, 1997). In addition, whereas
δ13Ccarb in shallow and submerged environments is independent of TOC, δ13Ccarb in
midwater and deep-water samples increases with increased TOC, an effect that is not
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consistent with increasing degradation of organic carbon. A more likely source of the
δ13C enrichment is thus contamination with carbonate carbon due to incomplete
dissolution of carbonate in samples subjected to elemental analysis. Given this possible
contamination, comparison of samples with δ13Corg less than -20‰ provides the best
insight into diagenetic processes. The overlap among δ13Corg values from midwater and
shallower environments suggests that the organic matter is similarly well-preserved in
shallow, submerged and midwater facies, while deep and rhythmite samples exhibit
enrichment in δ13C that is consistent with other indicators of greater diagenetic alteration
of these samples.
Perhaps the best indicator of δ13Ccarb preservation (and lack of carbonate
contamination) is the difference between δ13C of carbonate and well-preserved organic
carbon, or ∆carb-org (Kaufman and Knoll, 1995). Assuming that the inorganic carbon used
by primary producers is in isotopic equilibrium with carbonate incorporated into
carbonate minerals, ∆carb-org should be constant if all organic matter is produced using
similar pathways of carbon assimilation (Strauss et al., 1992b) and if the effects of
growth rate, pCO2, and cell size and shape can be neglected (Popp et al., 1998). For the
Pethei platform, organic matter was likely produced by more than one organism because
the depths at which stromatolites were inferred to be growing preclude photosynthesis in
all but shallow and submerged platformal facies.

Both chemosynthesizing and

photosynthetic bacteria fix carbon using the C3 pathway (Strauss et al., 1992b), so there
is no reason to expect a large difference in primary

13

C fractionation in organic matter

among facies unless organisms in different environments used different inorganic carbon
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substrates (use of bicarbonate for example, would result in

13

C enrichment of organic

matter) or different carbon-fixing pathways that discriminated less strongly against

13

C,

as some photosynthetic bacteria do (Deuser and Degens, 1967;Sirevåg et al., 1977; Hayes
et al., 1993; Popp et al., 1998).
Figure 2-6c shows ∆carb-org plotted versus ∆carb-org. Due to the contamination
problem mentioned above, samples with ∆carb-org greater than 20‰ (corresponding to
those samples with δ13Corg less than -20‰), are the most reliable indicators of ∆carb-org
alteration. As with TOC, δ13Ccarb values in submerged and shallow platform samples
appear to be independent of ∆carb-org. The wide range of δ13Ccarb in shallow-water samples
(0.68 to 1.83‰) with constant ∆carb-org suggests that the variation is primary, and supports
the assertion made above that the wide range of δ13Ccarb in these samples reflects the
influence of carbon recycling in a restricted environment.

Submerged samples, in

contrast, show relatively invariant δ13Ccarb (~1.7 ‰) despite a 3‰ range in ∆carb-org and,
like trends in TOC, suggest that δ13Ccarb was buffered during diagenesis by either high
water-rock ratios or high porewater DIC as discussed above. The one midwater sample
with ∆carb-org greater than 20‰ (∆carb-org = 26‰), interpreted as the best-preserved, has a
δ13Ccarb value similar to, but slightly offset from, the highest δ13Ccarb submerged and
shallow-water samples and supports the idea of a small primary δ13C gradient in
dissolved inorganic carbon. Well-preserved deep-water and rhythmite samples have
lower values of ∆carb-org (21.6 to 22.3‰), but as no samples analyzed have ∆carb-org values
comparable to shallow and submerged values, it is difficult to establish whether these low
values are primary or the result of secondary processes. Because heterotrophic reworking
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in the water column also raises δ13Corg, it is also difficult to distinguish with this few
samples whether secondary enrichment occurred before or after carbon deposition (Hayes
et al., 1989; Logan et al., 1995), although the low δ18O values and bright calcite
luminescence suggest that diagenesis is the likely culprit.

Trace Metal Results and Interpretation

Although the samples are altered, research has shown that if clear trends in
alteration are established, it is possible to reconstruct a minimum estimate of original
isotopic composition for a carbonate sample (Given and Lohmann, 1985; Banner, 1990).
This can be accomplished by plotting δ13C and δ18O as above, but additional information
can be gained by plotting isotopic compositions versus concentrations of diagenetically
active metals.

Iron and manganese are useful diagenetic indicators because

concentrations of these trace elements are typically higher in reduced altering fluids than
in original carbonate and their distribution coefficients (the ratio of metal to calcium in
precipitated calcite relative to solution) are greater than 1; thus their concentrations tend
to increase in diagenetic carbonates during alteration (Veizer, 1983).

In contrast,

strontium and magnesium have distribution coefficients less than 1 and are typically lost
to fluids during diagenesis (Veizer, 1983; Morse and McKenzie, 1990; Banner, 1995).
By extrapolating back to a value at low Mn or Fe concentration, or high Sr or δ18O value,
it is possible to obtain a more accurate view of original seawater chemistry.
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Trends emerge that support the existence of a primary separation of

13

C values

among shallow (including shallow and shallow-submerged facies described above), middepth, and deep stromatolitic carbonates (Figure 2–7) in bulk calcite and dolomite data
from 10 mg samples. In contrast to previous plots, δ13C data for submerged and shallow
platform data are both represented as simply “shallow” data, while data from basinal
carbonate rhythmites, the deepest water deposits, have been included in Figure 4 for
comparison with deepwater stromatolite data. A plot of carbon vs. oxygen isotopic
composition for bulk carbonate reprises the results for calcite microsamples, with the
addition of rhythmite data labeled (Figure 2-7a). The carbonate from basinal rhythmites
may have been derived from shallower water carbonate, either upslope platform
carbonate or whitings in pelagic surface waters, and the most enriched δ13C value for a
rhythmite, 1.7 ‰, overlaps with shallow-water values. However, this sample was located
within 2 m of an igneous intrusion and must be interpreted in light of possible
hydrothermal alteration.

The different dependencies of δ13C on δ18O for basinal

rhythmites versus deep-water stromatolitic carbonate suggest that trends in diagenetic
alteration are not monotonic with depth and also that the depletion in deepwater
stromatolitic carbon isotope values is not necessarily part of the same trend that lowered
rhythmite δ13C.
Plots of bulk carbonate δ13C versus iron and manganese (Figures 2-7b and 2-7c)
reveal a wide range in both elements among samples, with values ranging from 52 20000 ppm Fe and 25 - 3566 ppm Mn. Although trends in all data project back to
minimum values of roughly 1.5 to 2‰ at zero concentrations of these metals, the heaviest
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Figure 2–7: Bulk carbonate δ13C (‰ (PDB)) versus bulk (a) δ18O (‰ (PDB)), (b) Fe, (c),
Mn, (d) Mg, and (e) Sr.
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values for shallow, mid-depth and deep samples with similar metal concentrations are
consistently offset by about ~0.5 to 1‰, with mid-depth samples more enriched in

13

C.

Data for rhythmite samples show substantially lower Mn concentrations than deepwater
stromatolitic carbonate samples (150 - 273 ppm versus 795 - 3566 ppm), a factor that will
be addressed further in relation to oxygen isotopic evidence. Finally, trends in strontium
and magnesium versus δ13C show weak relationships between carbon isotopic
composition and metal concentration (R2 < 0.6) for all samples except rhythmites (R2=
-0.81 for Sr and R2=0.94 for Fe) (Figures 2-7d and 2-7e) but suggest that the bestpreserved samples with high Mg and Sr show a small but discernible variation in δ13C.
Mg is much higher in midwater samples (>20,000 ppm) than in shallow and deep-water
samples (<7000 ppm), except for one shallow water sample with an Mg content of 94,000
ppm that has been extensively dolomitized. As Mg is expected to be lost during normal
diagenesis of carbonates, the relatively high Mg content of midwater samples and their
textural similarity to shallow-water submerged carbonates (suggesting the same original
mineralogy) may indicate better preservation of these samples and again supports the
primary nature of the δ13C gradient.
Analysis of trends in δ18O versus trace metals gives additional insight in primary
signal preservation (Figure 2–8). As expected in diagenetically altered samples, δ18O
decreases with increasing Fe and Mn in shallow (R2 = -0.13 and -0.68, respectively) and
deep (R2 = -0.13 and -0.66) samples, , indicating increasing metal content with increasing
alteration, although the correlation for Fe is weak(Figures 2-8a and 2-8b). Mn also
decreases in rhythmite samples (R2=-0.99). Shallow-water data, which have high δ18O
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Figure 2–8: Bulk carbonate δ18O (‰ (PDB)) versus (a) Fe (R2: shallow=-0.13, mid=0.95,
deep=-0.13, rhythmite=0.59), (b) Mn, (R2: shallow=-0.62, mid=0.86, deep=-0.66, rhythmite=-0.99) (c)
Mg (R2: shallow=0.11, mid=0.91, deep=0.67, rhythmite=0.69), and (d) Sr (R2: shallow=-0.31, mid=18
0.86, deep=0.69, rhythmite=-0.99). For shallow data, the high Mg and Fe sample with δ O =
-8.5‰ was not included in the linear regression.
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values and seem equally well preserved, have iron and manganese concentrations an
order of magnitude lower than those of mid-depth samples.

Sr shows a positive

correlation with δ18O (R2=0.67) in deep stromatolitic samples (Figure 2-8c), indicating
typical Sr loss with increasingly negative isotopic composition, while rhythmite and
shallow stromatolitic samples both show negative trends in Sr (R2=-0.31 and -0.99).
These differing patterns may be a function of the low Sr content of the Pethei carbonates,
an issue that will be addressed further below. Magnesium shows is positively correlated
with δ18O in these samples, which supports the evidence from δ13C plots that magnesium
concentrations were decreased during diagenesis.
In contrast, the relationships of δ18O to iron and manganese as well as strontium
are counterintuitive in mid-depth samples. In these samples, Fe and Mn (Figures 2-8a
and 8b) show strong positive correlations with oxygen isotopic composition (R2 = 0.95
and R2= 0.86, respectively), suggesting that the best-preserved samples have relatively
high concentrations of these metals. The trend is anchored in both cases by a particularly
enriched sample with δ18O of ~-10‰ that is largely dolomitized and may suffer from
dolomite contamination due to the large sample size used for ICP-AES analysis of trace
metals. Mid-depth samples for which microsample analyses were made have similar
bulk δ18O values, however, so contamination does not seem to be a problem for all
midwater samples (see Appendix A). Mg in mid-depth samples is high relative to other
samples, although this trend, like the others, is heavily influenced by the high δ18O
dolomitized sample (Figure 2-8c).
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Sr for mid-depth samples show a decrease in Sr with increasing δ18O (R2=0.8625), but again this trend is anchored by the high δ18O dolomitized sample (2-8d).
The dolomite distribution coefficient for Sr is lower than that for calcite, so the influence
of dolomite contamination would again explain this particular point, but does not account
for the overall correspondence of low Sr with high δ18O. In addition, although trends in
Fe, Mn, and Mg with δ18O seem to follow the trend for the shallow-water, high-iron and
manganese dolomite mentioned above with δ18O of -8.7‰ (excluded from the shallowwater regression), the Sr trend for mid-depth samples does not (Figures 2-8a-c). The
counterintuitive Sr behavior in mid-depth is not easily explained in terms of typical
altering fluids, and may indicate that midwater carbonate chemistry was affected by more
than one episode of alteration. The concentrations of Sr in the Pethei carbonates are so
low that, despite strontium’s small distribution coefficient, alteration with any fluid
containing appreciable strontium could have caused an increase in Sr content.
In contrast to the samples in this study, which have Sr concentrations < 100 ppm,
modern calcites exhibit concentrations on the order of 1000 ppm (Veizer, 1983). The
extreme depletion in Sr seen in the Pethei samples is typical of Proterozoic carbonates,
and is generally interpreted as the result of Sr loss during diagenesis (e.g., Veizer, 1992).
However, distribution coefficients are a measure of the metal/calcium ratio of seawater
compared to the metal/calcium ratio for a mineral, so if Pethei carbonates were
precipitated from seawater with modern Sr concentrations but extremely high calcium
levels the low carbonate Sr concentrations could be a primary characteristic of the
precipitates. As hydrothermal exchange at mid-ocean ridges is a source of Ca but has a
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negligible effect on Sr concentrations, a high ocean Ca/Sr concentration could have
existed if hydrothermal exchange were greater in the past. Turcotte (1980) suggested that
the Earth’s heat production might have been ~3 times greater than at present in the Early
Archean, which may have contributed to greater hydrothermal activity, but calculations at
2 Ga indicate heat production was less than twice the modern level, which is not
sufficient to explain the order of magnitude difference between Pethei carbonates and
their modern counterparts.
Although the δ18O and trace metal data suggest alteration for deeper water
samples, relationships between δ13C and trace metals suggest that midwater samples are
well-preserved and support a primary separation in δ13C of midwater and shallow-water
samples. In addition, a clear trend of increasing iron and manganese concentrations with
increasing depth is evident in all samples, with mid-depth and deepwater samples
exhibiting up to an order of magnitude greater concentrations in these metals than
shallow-water carbonates. This trend would be consistent with the existence of a
productivity-induced redoxcline, below which decomposition of organic matter would
foster anoxic conditions and allow high concentrations of iron and manganese in solution.
Relatively high magnesium concentrations suggest that midwater samples may be better
preserved than shallow-water samples and rhythmite samples, which may have been
derived from very shallow-water carbonate, exhibit no relative Mn enrichment. This
possible stratification in Mn concentration of the contemporaneous water column
suggests the presence of an oxic/anoxic boundary and thus strengthens the hypothesis of
significant biological pumping at this time period.
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Two-box modeling

To adequately interpret the vertical distribution of carbon isotopic composition
preserved in the Pethei carbonates, the biological pump must be examined in a
Paleoproterozoic context. Conventionally, the lack of a carbon isotope gradient would be
viewed as evidence for a weak biological pump (i.e., Hsü and McKenzie, 1985), but for
the Paleoproterozoic the effects of different ocean chemistry must be taken into
consideration.

Energy balance models suggest that atmospheric pCO2 levels were

extremely high in the Precambrian (e.g., Kasting, 1993), which would have affected
ocean chemistry.

We examine this influence using a numerical model of ocean

circulation and productivity.
The relationship between productivity, carbon isotope gradients, and ocean
composition can be examined with a 2-box model of the world ocean (Kump, 1991)
(Figure 2–9).

The model is an open system and consists of two reservoirs, a surface

ocean and a deep ocean.

Carbon is allowed to enter the system through riverine input

(Fw) into the surface reservoir, from which carbon is exported to the deep box via
inorganic (Fsd) and organic (Fosd) carbon fluxes (both of which represent settling of
particles and advection of dissolved carbon). Carbon also leaves the system through
burial fluxes of inorganic (Fb) and organic (Fob) carbon. The surface box is resupplied
with carbon through an upwelling flux (Fds) that must equal the sum of the inorganic and
organic carbon fluxes into the deep reservoir. To track isotopic cycling, each of the
carbon fluxes is multiplied by the isotopic composition of the source reservoir for
inorganic fluxes, and by the reservoir value plus a photosynthetic fractionation factor, ∆,
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Figure 2–9: Two-box modeling of marine carbon isotope cycling after Kump (1991).

for organic fluxes equal to -25‰.
Kump (1991) showed that, at steady state, the δ13C gradient between the shallow
and deep reservoirs in such a model can be described through the equation
 Fosd 
∆ .
δ s − δ d = −
 F − Fosd 

 sd

(1)

For modern conditions, this equation gives a surface-to-deep gradient of 2‰.
Assuming all other factors equal to their modern values, a gradient of 0.5‰ in δ13C
would indicate that the surface-to-deep organic carbon flux in the Paleoproterozoic was
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only 25% of the present day flux, a reduction consistent with the Logan et al. (1995)
hypothesis. However, atmospheric carbon dioxide levels at ~2 Ga are estimated to have
been 30-1000 times the present atmospheric level (PAL) (Kasting, 1993). Assuming a
constant calcium concentration, the dissolved inorganic carbon concentration (DIC) of an
ocean in equilibrium with calcite and atmospheric CO2 increases as the square root of
atmospheric carbon dioxide increase (Broecker and Peng, 1982). For an atmospheric
CO2 concentration of 30 PAL, then, the Paleoproterozoic ocean would have had a DIC
content about 5 times greater than today's. Such an elevated DIC content would increase
the magnitude of the (Fsd+Fosd) term in Equation 1 by raising Fsd by a factor of 5. If the
nutrient-limited organic flux and photosynthetic fractionation factor remained unchanged,
this increase in the inorganic carbon flux would lead to a severely diminished gradient.
With a modern rate of export productivity and DIC consistent with the minimum CO2
estimate for this period (30 PAL), for example, the maximum gradient predicted by the
model is about 0.5‰. Higher levels of CO2 shrink the gradient by the square root of the
increase and at the maximum value of pCO2 predicted (1000 PAL), the gradient would
be only 0.06 ‰, which would not be discernible because it falls within the error of our
isotope measurements. These predictions are consistent with the small differences among
submerged platform, mid-depth, and deepwater δ13C signatures of Pethei cements.
Because a difference among carbon isotope values of different facies is discernible, pCO2
was likely at the lower end of the Kasting (1993) estimate unless the biological pump was
much stronger than today's.
It should be noted that a comparable gradient could be created in a scenario with
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simple advection of particulate or dissolved organic matter into deepwaters through
ocean circulation, rather than sinking of organic aggregates, if the modern rate of carbon
export from surface waters, ~14 GtC/yr, could be sustained. At a thermohaline overturn
rate equal to the present value (20 Sv), concentrations of organic matter in surface waters
would have to reach almost 20,000 µg Corg /L, 20 times higher than the highest levels of
particulate organic matter and 500 times higher than labile dissolved organic carbon
concentrations observed in the modern ocean (Williams and Druffel, 1998; Lee and
Hendrichs, 1993; Libes, 1992). This scenario is consistent with the Logan et al. (1995)
hypothesis of low levels of organic matter aggregate export from the photic zone and
possible low phosphate burial, but is not consistent with their suggestion that overall
export productivity was low and that nutrients and carbon were exported to deepwaters
less effectively.

Carbon isotope gradients and atmospheric CO2

The effect of elevated atmospheric carbon dioxide on ocean DIC has interesting
implications for the interpretation of carbon isotope gradients in other time periods as
well. Modeling studies have suggested that atmospheric pCO2 has been higher than the
present for much of earth history (Berner, 1993), which implies that ocean DIC may have
been higher and damped the effects of biological activity on carbon isotope gradients.
This factor is particularly important for the Precambrian, when estimates of pCO2 have
exceptionally wide ranges, with upper limits up to 1000 times the present atmospheric
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level (PAL) (Kasting, 1993). As mentioned above, excursions in δ13C in Neoproterozoic
surface water carbonates have been interpreted as representing the influence of
deepwaters up to 10 per mil depleted relative to the contemporaneous shallow-water
reservoir (Derry et al., 1992; Kaufman and Knoll, 1995; Kennedy, 1996). Under modern
pCO2, as discussed above, this gradient would imply a five-fold increase in organic
matter export from the photic zone.

If pCO2 were at the upper limit of Kasting's

estimated paleo-pCO2 range for this time period, about 30 PAL, the productivity would
have had to have been 25 times higher. Therefore if variation in shallow-water carbonate
composition during the Neoproterozoic actually reflects the gradient between surface and
deepwater isotopic compositions, it seems likely that pCO2 was at the lower end of the
pCO2 estimate for the Neoproterozoic, close to modern levels, unless ocean nutrient
levels were substantially higher than the modern day to allow for such high levels of
carbon export.

The occurrence of at least two global glaciations during the

Neoproterozoic (e.g. Hoffman et al., 1998) is consistent with relatively low values of
pCO2, and our isotopic gradient constraint provides new insight into the conditions that
prevailed during the glacial epochs.
One possible practical application of this hypothesis is in determining pCO2 for
the Archean. Rye et al. (1995) suggested that prior to the rise of oxygen, methane, rather
than carbon dioxide, was the dominant greenhouse gas. In such a scenario, total DIC in
the ocean would be much lower than in a world insulated by primarily by carbon dioxide.
Thus, in the event that the Archean vertical carbon isotope gradient can be measured, the
magnitude of the gradient could tip the balance in favor of one gas or the other.
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Conclusions

Calcite cements from the Pethei platform preserve evidence of a 0.5 to 1‰
vertical gradient in carbon isotopes and the effects of biological pumping on the
Paleoproterozoic water column.

Oxygen isotopic and trace metal data suggest that

although samples have undergone diagenetic alteration, the gradient was a primary and
long-lived feature of the contemporaneous water column. Although the Paleoproterozoic
gradient is smaller than that seen in the modern ocean, it is consistent with a vigorous
biological pump and substantial export of organic carbon from surface to deep-waters
under high pCO2 conditions. This study suggests that although carbon isotope gradients
are not sensitive indicators of biological pump under high pCO2 conditions, larger
gradients may provide rough constraints on contemporaneous atmospheric pCO2 levels
for the Archean and Neoproterozoic.
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Chapter 3

OPENING PANDORA'S BOX: THE IMPACT OF OPEN SYSTEM MODELING
ON INTERPRETATIONS OF ANOXIA

Abstract

The geologic record preserves evidence that vast regions of ancient oceans were
once anoxic, with oxygen levels too low to sustain animal life.

Because anoxic

conditions have been postulated to foster deposition of petroleum source rocks and have
been implicated as a kill mechanism in extinction events, the genesis of such anoxia has
been an area of intense study.

Most previous models of ocean oxygen cycling proposed,

however, have either been qualitative or used closed-system approaches. We reexamine
the question of anoxia in open-system box models in order to test the applicability of
closed-system results over long timescales and find that open and closed-system
modeling results may differ significantly on both short and long timescales. We also
compare a scenario with basinwide diffuse upwelling (a three-box model) to a model
with upwelling concentrated in the Southern Ocean (a four-box model). While a threebox modeling approach shows that only changes in high-latitude convective mixing rate
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and character of deepwater sources are likely to cause anoxia, four-box model
experiments indicate that slowing of thermohaline circulation, a reduction in wind-driven
upwelling, and changes in high-latitude export production may also cause dysoxia or
anoxia in part of the deep ocean on long timescales. These results suggest that box
models must capture the open-system and vertically stratified nature of the ocean to allow
meaningful interpretations of long-lived episodes of anoxia.

Introduction

Today the deep ocean is well oxygenated, but the geologic record indicates that
deepwater chemistry was very different in times past. The widespread distribution of
laminated organic-rich shales in Paleozoic and Mesozoic sections indicates that
contemporaneous deepwater concentrations were once too low to sustain a substantial
burrowing biota (Arthur and Sageman, 1994).

These unusual deposits have been

intensively studied due both to their economic importance and their potential as keys to
understanding biogeochemical cycles, but their origins remain enigmatic.
Many authors have proposed that alternate modes of ocean circulation may have
lowered deepwater oxygen levels in the past (e.g., Schlanger and Jenkyns, 1976; Fischer
and Arthur, 1977; Berry and Wilde, 1978; Brass et al., 1982; Bralower and Thierstein,
1984; de Graciansky et al., 1984; Holland, 1984; Grotzinger and Knoll, 1995; Isozaki,
1997). One suggestion is that a slowing or stagnation of ocean circulation would reduce
the delivery of surface-derived oxygen to deep waters.

Alternatively, it has been

proposed that the source of deepwaters may have been different during periods of
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deepwater anoxia. In this scenario, downwelling of low-latitude waters with low oxygen
content replaces high-latitude deepwater formation, resulting in anoxia. Both of these
models seem intuitively plausible, but only a few attempts have been made to quantify
the controls of deep ocean oxygenation (Brass et al., 1982; Bralower and Thierstein,
1984; Sarmiento et al., 1988; Shaffer, 1989; Sarmiento and Orr, 1991).

Of these, the

majority of studies have utilized closed-system models (including the "Pandora model"
from which the title of this paper is derived (Broecker, 1986)), in which there are no
inputs of elements to or outputs of elements from the ocean.
Some of the most intriguing results produced thus far come from a three-box,
closed-system model (Sarmiento et al., 1988) that predicts that increased thermohaline
circulation would lead to decreased deepwater oxygen content and conversely that
slowing thermohaline circulation would lead to increased oxygen concentrations in the
deep ocean.

Because the closed-system study was directed specifically at explaining

very short oxic/anoxic cycles (of the order of a few tens of kyr), we were spurred to
investigate whether this counterintuitive conclusion holds on longer timescales.
Assessing the longevity of closed system solutions is particularly important for extending
the closed system findings to interpretation of Ocean Anoxic Events (OAE's), periods of
hundreds of thousands to millions of years during which black shale deposition was
prevalent and the ocean is inferred to have been predisposed to anoxia.
If the duration of a phenomenon to be studied is short with respect to overall
system response times, a balance between inputs and outputs can be assumed and use of a
closed system model with no inputs or outputs may be appropriate.

Analysis of

perturbations of longer duration or with large magnitudes (which shorten system response
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time), however, requires a model open to external influences. Although the inputs and
outputs to an open system will cancel at steady state (the assumption in a closed system),
they need not be equal during transitions from one steady state to another, and transient
solutions may be different from and even opposite to final steady state results. Here we
present the results of adding riverine input and burial output of phosphorus to the threebox model, which may be quite different from closed-system results even on timescales
short relative to the residence time of phosphorus (~40,000 years) (Wheat et al.,1996).
Also of concern is the dependence of calculated ocean oxygen concentrations on
the mode of ocean circulation specified in a simulation. Since many of the fluxes in box
models are proportional to circulation rates, changing the configuration of ocean mixing
should impact model results. The "conveyor belt" model of ocean circulation used in
three-box simulations

(Toggweiler and Sarmiento, 1985; Sarmiento et al., 1988),

specifies diffuse upwelling through the thermocline of the world ocean.

However,

measured vertical diffusion rates seem to be too small to account for the conveyor’s
diffuse upwelling (Ledwell et al., 1993), and radiocarbon studies indicate that most
upwelling of deep waters occurs in the Southern Ocean (Toggweiler and Samuels, 1995).
We therefore modify the three-box model to represent this alternate circulation pattern
and find that changing the mode of ocean circulation can significantly change model
estimates of ocean oxygenation.
The results of this study suggest that "opening", and changing upwelling in, a
model of ocean oxygenation may result in radically different interpretations of deepwater
anoxia. We show that open- and closed-system models of ocean oxygen may have
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opposite responses even on short timescales but that results are also highly sensitive to
the circulation scheme studied.

Three-Box Model

Model Description

The first step in this study was a simple test of the effect of "opening" a three-box
model on estimates of deep ocean oxygenation. Our first model (Figure 3–1) is similar
to the three-box phosphorus and oxygen closed-system model of Toggweiler and
Sarmiento (1985) and Sarmiento et al. (1988). The ocean is represented by a low-latitude
surface water box, a high-latitude surface water box, and one deep ocean box. Quantities
in the boxes are represented by the subscripts l, h, and d, respectively.

Thermohaline

circulation (T) connects all three boxes via upwelling from the deep box into the lowlatitude surface box and downwelling from the high-latitude surface box to the deep
ocean. Although the low-latitude and high-latitude boxes are connected, it is assumed
that no nutrients are transferred from low to high latitudes, because low-latitude surfacewater nutrient concentrations are low, and that each box equilibrates oxygen with the
atmosphere. Atmospheric oxygen is specified to be constant, an assumption that is
justified since phosphate perturbations are short-lived relative to the residence time of O2
in the atmosphere. Deep convective mixing (Fhd) occurs only between the high-latitude
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Figure 3–1: Schematic diagram of the open-system three-box model (after Sarmiento et
al. (1988)). Fluxes and abbreviations explained in text.
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and deep boxes. Both rates of circulation are initially set to the values calculated by
Toggweiler and Sarmiento (1985) for the modern ocean.
The two surface boxes contribute a particle flux of phosphorus to the deep ocean
box. In the low latitudes, the particle flux out of the surface box (Pl) equals the combined
phosphorus inputs, a steady state assumption supported by observed low nutrient
concentrations in low-latitude waters. In the high latitudes a constant particle flux (Ph) is
defined, since productivity seems to be limited by factors other than nutrient availability
(Sarmiento et al., 1988). The Redfield ratio for oxygen consumption by regeneration of
organic matter (R=169) and the C:P ratio of the particle flux (C/P=130) are also taken
from the closed-system model. It is assumed that once oxygen levels reach zero in one of
the deep boxes, organic matter remineralization will continue through utilization of
another oxidant, either nitrate or sulfate. Oxygen concentrations therefore never become
negative in the deep boxes. One drawback of this three-box modeling approach is that
oxygen deficiencies cannot be transferred from one box to another, and it is thus not
possible to examine such phenomena as an expanding oxygen minimum zone.
Our model differs from the closed system of Sarmiento et al. (1988), where
organic phosphorus produced is regenerated and retained in the system, by the addition of
two phosphorus fluxes: a constant riverine input flux (Riv) and a burial output flux (Bl +
Bh). The entire riverine flux is delivered to the low-latitude box, a simplification that has
no effect on the conclusions reached here. The burial flux is proportional to the particle
flux from both surface boxes and is determined by the proportionality constant, f, that
represents the fraction of the particle flux that is regenerated. As noted by Sarmiento et
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al. (1988), the riverine and burial fluxes must cancel each other on timescales that are
long relative to the residence time of phosphate in a steady state model. On shorter
timescales, though, these two fluxes need not be equal. Perturbing the steady state by
varying circulation parameters in the open-system model, for example, causes the burial
flux to increase or decrease until riverine and burial fluxes are brought back into a steady
state balance.
The governing equations, flux magnitudes, and constants used in the model are

dM PO 4,l

=PO 4,d T + Riv-Pl = 0

( 3.1 )

= Fhd PO 4,d − (Fhd + T )PO 4,h − Ph

( 3.2 )

dt

dM PO
dt
dM PO

4 ,d

dt

dM O
dt

2 ,d

4,h

= (Fhd + T)PO 4,h − (Fhd + T)PO 4,d + f (Ph + Pl )

= O 2,h (Fhd + T ) − O 2,d (Fhd + T ) − fR (Ph + Pl )
ΣPO 4 = Vh PO 4,h + Vd PO 4,d

where

PO4,d initial = 2.15 µmol/L;
PO4,h initial 1.24 µmol/L;
O2,h 325 µmol/L;
T present 5.99x1020 L/kyr;
Fhd present 1.51x1021 L/kyr;
Ph present 6.5x1014 mol/kyr;
Riv 3.32x1014 mol/kyr;
R 169;
f
0.983;

( 3.3 )

( 3.4 )
( 3.5 )
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Vd
Vh

1.37x1021 L;
1.28x1019 L.

At steady state, equations ( 3.1 ) through ( 3.4 ) are equal to zero and can be
solved to give equations described later. Note that ΣPO4 is dependent only on deep and
high-latitude volumes (Vd, Vh) and concentrations (PO4,d, PO4,h) since phosphate is
assumed to be totally depleted in the low-latitude surface box (equation ( 3.5 )).
Our model was "tuned" to a steady state consistent with modern conditions by
specifying f so that the total burial output was equal to the riverine input of phosphorus
and by specifying the deep O2 value equal to 170 µmol/L (Sarmiento et al. 1988). (The
value of f is ~0.983, i.e., 1.7% of new production is buried. Note that burial, although
here proportional to productivity, is required to balance riverine input and thus represents
all P ouputs, both organic and inorganic.)

The phosphorus and oxygen reservoir

concentrations were then set to their steady state values, and instantaneous perturbations
to the various parameters were applied. Changes in oxygen concentration are shown as
∆O2 in the figures here to emphasize that decreases or increases in oxygen are
independent of the initial O2 content of deep waters. Shaded areas on diagrams indicate
the dysoxic to anoxic range (<45 µmol O2/L (Arthur and Sageman, 1994)) for an ocean
with initial O2,d equal to the modern steady state value of 170 µmol/L.
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Three-Box Model Results

Thermohaline circulation.

Figure 3–2 shows the evolution of deep water oxygen and phosphate in the
closed-system model from the steady state value with modern conditions (T) to a steady
state value at ½ and 2 times the modern rate of thermohaline circulation as given by
Sarmiento et al. (1988).

In this model, O2,d declines with increased thermohaline

circulation and increases as thermohaline circulation is slowed, as shown by Sarmiento et
al. (1988)(Figure 3-2a). In the open system, trends in O2,d are initially similar to those in
the closed-system model (Figure 3-2b).

For an increased rate of thermohaline

circulation, however, the initial decrease in O2,d is quickly (within a few thousand years)
reversed and the deepwater oxygen concentration eventually (within 200 kyr) reaches a
steady state value that is higher than that prior to perturbation (Figure 3-2b). Conversely,
when T is halved an initial increase in deepwater oxygenation is reversed, ultimately
resulting in a value of O2,d that is lower than the level before perturbation.
An understanding of the difference between short- and long-term behaviors of
oceanic oxygen concentrations can be gained by examining the steady state equations for
the open and closed systems. The steady state equations for deepwater oxygen can be
derived from the mass balance equations for each model and are (Sarmiento et al., 1988)
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Figure 3–2: Three-box model responses of (a) closed-system deep ocean oxygen, (b)
open-system deep ocean oxygen, and (c) open system total phosphate to halving and
doubling of thermohaline circulation rate (T).
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O 2,d = O 2,h − R (PO 4,d − PO 4,h )

( 3.6 )

for the closed system and

Riv 
.
O 2 ,d = O 2 ,h − fR  PO 4 ,d − PO 4 ,h +
Fhd + T 


( 3.7 )

for the open system. In the closed system, O2,d depends on (1) the initial oxygen
concentration of downwelling waters (O2,h), and (2) the phosphate gradient between the
high-latitude and deep boxes, which is a function of circulation parameters. In the open
system, O2,d becomes dependent not only on high-latitude oxygen concentration and
circulation but also on the fraction of the particle flux that survives remineralization and
the ratio of riverine phosphate delivery to circulation rates.
Equations ( 3.6 ) and ( 3.7 ) can each be expressed in terms of ΣPO4, the total
phosphate in the system, to give the identical equation for closed and open systems:
 ΣPO 4T + Ph (Vh + Vd ) 

O 2 ,d = O 2,h − R
 Vd T + Fhd (Vh + Vd ) 

( 3.8 )

where Vd and Vh are the volumes of the deep and high-latitude boxes, respectively (see
appendix for derivation). (As stated above, Ph, the high-latitude particle flux, is specified
to be constant.)
Equation ( 3.8 ) reveals the fundamental difference between the open- and closedsystem models: the potential for the size of the open-system oceanic phosphate reservoir
to change in response to imbalances between riverine input and sediment output. In the
closed-system model and initially in the open-system model, an increase in T results in an
increase in the magnitude of the second term on the right-hand side of the equation, and
deep ocean oxygen declines. In the closed system, ΣPO4 is fixed and this reduced O2,d
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persists. In the open system, however, ΣPO4 is not a constant and decreases due to an
increase in burial stimulated by the increase in thermohaline circulation and associated
nutrient delivery to low latitudes (Figure 3-2c) (Broecker and Peng, 1982). The effect of
this reduction in ΣPO4 eventually exceeds the influence of increased thermohaline
circulation and O2,d rises to a value higher than that prior to perturbation.
Because T is in both the numerator and the denominator of the right-hand side of
equation ( 3.8 ), O2,d becomes less sensitive to changes in T as T increases in both the
closed and open systems, with increases in thermohaline circulation yielding
proportionally smaller and smaller changes in deepwater oxygen. This decrease in
sensitivity led Sarmiento et al. (1988) to propose that Fhd and Ph were more likely agents
of ancient anoxia than changes in thermohaline overturn. Our findings support this
proposal, as both the open and closed systems require an increase of T to an unlikely 10
times (Figure 3–3a) the modern rate to achieve deep ocean dysoxia (an increase of 20
times is required to drive the ocean anoxic). Open-system modeling also reveals that
even if this thermohaline circulation rate were achieved, dysoxia would be short-lived as
deep ocean oxygen values recover within ~10 kyrs.
In contrast, slowing thermohaline circulation results in an initial increase in O2,d,
as found by Sarmiento et al., but ultimately deep oxygen is lowered by slowing
circulation in the open system. Because upwelling is simultaneously slowed, however,
the O2 demand on the deep box is insufficient to drive it anoxic. Even when T is
decreased to zero, deep ocean oxygen levels remain above 100 µmol/L (not shown).
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Figure 3–3: Responses of three-box open and closed-system deep ocean oxygen to (a)
increased thermohaline overturn (10T), (b) decreased convective mixing (0.23 Fhd), (c)
high-latitude nutrient depletion, (d) doubled riverine input, and e) lower atmospheric
oxygen (0.62 PAL). Note that vertical axes are in units of ∆O2,d. Open- and closedsystem results are identical in Figures 3b and 3e and only the open system result is shown
for Figure 3d. Shaded region labeled DD shows zone dysoxic values of O2,d.
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High-latitude processes

The response of the three-box open system to changes in the high-latitude
convective flux, Fhd, is the same as that in the closed three-box model of Sarmiento et al.
(1988) (Figure 3-3b). In both models, rates of convective mixing do not affect burial
because the high-latitude particle flux is fixed. ΣPO4 thus does not change and the steady
state solutions for the open and closed models are identical. A decrease in Fhd to about
one fourth the current value leads to anoxia in this open system, compared to a twentytime increase in T.
The three-box open model gives different steady-state solutions for open and
closed systems upon variation of the high-latitude particle flux, Ph (Figure 3-3c). In the
closed system, an increase in Ph to the point of high-latitude nutrient depletion causes a
decrease in deep ocean oxygen comparable to that caused by a decrease in convective
mixing (Sarmiento et al., 1988), with no reversal in oxygenation trend. The response of
the open system to changes in Ph is similar to the response to T in the short term, but, in
the long term, variations in Ph have no effect on O2,d. This surprising result can be
explained by an alternate equation for O2,d in the open system,
 f  Riv

O 2,d = O 2,h − R
1
−
f

 Fhd + T


,



( 3.9 )

which indicates that the deep-to-high-latitude oxygen gradient is independent of the highlatitude particle flux at steady state (see appendix for derivation). In the short term,
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increases in Ph cause transient decreases in deepwater oxygen, but, as with increases in T,
burial of phosphate decreases ΣPO4 and deep ocean oxygen levels eventually rebound. In
the closed system, total nutrient depletion of high-latitude waters occurs with a fivefold
increase in Ph.

In contrast, an increase to only about 2 times the modern steady state

value results in nutrient depletion in the open system. As with T, the difference stems
from changes in ΣPO4. As Ph is increased in the open-system model, burial is enhanced
and ΣPO4 is lowered, lowering the amount of nutrients available to support high-latitude
productivity. Thus, although an increase in high-latitude particle flux is a plausible
mechanism for anoxia in the closed system, open-system changes in ocean phosphate
content prevent Ph from substantially depleting oxygen in the deep ocean.

Riverine input

In the open system, the influence of changes in riverine input of phosphorus can
also be examined. Figure 3-3d shows that a doubling of riverine input is required to drive
the deep ocean dysoxic, but the response time is slow; dysoxia is reached only after 200
kyr. Rivers are thus not a likely mechanism for causing rapid transitions from oxic to
anoxic conditions but may play a role in longer-term events.
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Lowered O2 content of downwelled water.

The final option to be considered is that the oxygen content of downwelling
waters ventilating the deep ocean may decline and cause anoxia.

The initial

concentration of oxygen in the deep ocean of the three-box model is 170 µmol/L;
therefore the concentration of O2 in downwelling waters would have to be decreased by
125 µmol/L or 63% to produce dysoxia in the deep ocean.

Because the oxygen

saturation concentration in areas of deepwater formation is dependent on the partial
pressure of O2 in the atmosphere and the temperature and salinity of seawater, such a
reduction could be caused by either a decrease in pO2 or a change in the downwelling
source region (e.g., warming of high latitudes or the onset of bottom water formation at
low latitudes).
Lowering the oxygen content of downwelling waters through atmospheric
composition alone requires a reduction in pO2 to 0.63 of the present atmospheric level
(PAL) to produce deep ocean dysoxia (Figure 3-3e); for true anoxia to occur in the
modern deep reservoir, atmospheric oxygen would have to fall to 0.52 PAL.

The

prevalence of charcoal in post-Silurian sediments suggest that atmospheric pO2 has been
above 0.6 PAL, the threshold for combustion, since the Silurian (~417 Ma) (Cope and
Chaloner, 1985). Modeling results of Berner and Canfield (1989) suggest that this lower
bound may have been approached in the Paleozoic prior to the Carboniferous period
(~354 Ma) and from the Late Permian through the early Jurassic (~256 - 180 Ma) but
that oxygen levels were at least as high as present values for the rest of the Phanerozoic.
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These constraints suggest that low atmospheric oxygen concentrations could have
contributed to dysoxia during some intervals of the Phanerozoic, but that other lowoxygen intervals (e.g., the Cretaceous, 144 - 65 Ma) would have required another
contributing mechanism.
Oxygen solubility is inversely related to temperature and salinity, so if the locus
of deepwater formation moved from a high-latitude region to a warmer low-latitude
region with higher salinity the oxygen content of downwelling waters would be
substantially reduced (e.g. Brass et al., 1982).

Lowering the O2 concentration of

downwelling waters by 125 µmol/L requires either an increase in source region
temperature to 24° C or a combination of increasing salinity and temperature.

For

example, the same reduction in O2 concentration would be produced by increasing
salinity of sourcewaters to 40 practical salinity units (psu) (the value of the highest
salinities in the modern Mediterranean) and raising the temperature to 22° C.
In addition to being low in oxygen, low-latitude deep waters would be depleted of
nutrients since productivity would not be light-limited. If these deep waters are assumed
to be the only source of deep ocean ventilation, incorporating these differences in the
model requires changing the high-latitude box into a low-latitude box with complete
nutrient utilization, eliminating the necessity for two separate surface reservoirs.
Sarmiento et al. (1988) performed this experiment with the closed-system model and
showed that an ocean with deepwater formation in a region with a salinity of 35 psu, a
temperature of 15° C, and total nutrient depletion would result in an anoxic deep ocean at
steady state; the open-system result is identical (not shown).
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Three-Box Open System Summary and Caveats

In the absence of a change in the character of deepwater source regions, a
decrease in high-latitude deep convection rate is the most effective way of achieving a
rapid transition to persistent anoxia in the open system. If the oxygen content of
downwelling waters in the three-box model is decreased, rapid transitions to low-oxygen
conditions can also be effected very rapidly. While a decrease in atmospheric O2 could
likely drive the ocean just to the point of dysoxia, a change in the locus of deepwater
formation could produce a more severe reduction and bring about deep ocean anoxia.
Increasing riverine input raises ocean phosphate levels and depletes deep ocean oxygen to
dysoxic levels but only on long timescales (>100,000 yrs). Increases in high-latitude
particle flux and thermohaline circulation rate both decrease deep ocean oxygen levels by
increasing biological oxygen demand, but the effects of these mechanisms are transient as
increased burial lowers total phosphate and ultimately allows for recovery of deep ocean
oxygen to oxic values. Neither is likely to cause anoxia from the current steady state,
even in the short term, because changes in ocean phosphate damp their effect on deep
ocean oxygen concentrations.
The situation changes, however, if the system experiences a long-term decrease in
circulation that results in decreased O2,d (although not anoxia) and increased ocean
phosphate. For example, after adjustment to a thermohaline circulation rate 0.25 times
the present rate, the system can be driven temporarily anoxic by an instantaneous increase
to only 0.6 times the present rate (not shown). Thus a decrease in thermohaline overturn
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could predispose the ocean to anoxia on long timescales via an increase in mean ocean
phosphate. With an increased phosphate content (a change that could also be effected by
a long-term increase in riverine input or a decrease in high-latitude particle flux), abrupt
increases in thermohaline circulation could be likely mechanisms for short-term anoxia.
This increased susceptibility of the deep ocean to anoxia with increased phosphate was
also noted by Sarmiento et al. (1988), who carried out a simulation with ocean phosphate
increased by 50%, but such closed-system models do not allow evaluation of mechanisms
of phosphate elevation.
An interesting consequence of the ocean’s opposite response to short-term and
long-term changes in thermohaline overturn and high-latitude particle flux is the potential
for cyclicity in response to unidirectional changes in thermohaline circulation rate or
high-latitude particle flux. Stepwise increases in thermohaline circulation, for example,
could cause successive plunges of deep ocean oxygen followed by recovery and a return
to oxic conditions. In contrast, changes in high-latitude convection that have no effect on
the ocean’s phosphate content cause monotonic oxygenation trends identical to those in
the closed system, and sequential increases and decreases in mixing rate are required to
produce cyclicity.

Stepwise increases in thermohaline circulation and high-latitude

particle flux that cause cyclic anoxia in the model also result in the removal of phosphate
from the ocean system through enhanced burial; thus the increment of increase must
become larger and larger to maintain deepwater anoxia for more than a few cycles.
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The Four-Box Model

An Alternative Circulation

The circulation scheme of localized downwelling and basinwide diffuse
upwelling present in the three-box model is a paradigm that has long dominated theories
of ocean circulation (e.g., Stommel, 1958; Broecker and Peng, 1982; Gordon, 1986).
However, the idea of diffuse upwelling has been challenged as unrealistic in the face of
low measured oceanic vertical diffusion rates (Garrett, 1979; Ledwell et al., 1993) and
Toggweiler and Samuels (1995) suggested that deep-sourced upwelling occurs primarily
in the Southern Ocean. The second part of our study is an examination of the effects of
this alternative circulation and the resulting segregation of deep water from intermediate
waters on our estimates of ocean oxygen levels.
The three-box model represents an ocean in which intermediate water mixes with
deep water on timescales that are short relative to the residence time of water below the
mixed layer. A five-box model is more appropriate for modeling deep and intermediate
water masses that are isolated from one another and connected only via their interactions
with high latitudes (Figure 3–4a). In this model, downwelling occurs primarily in the
North Atlantic (na) and upwelling occurs exclusively in the Antarctic (aa).

North

Atlantic deepwater formation is resupplied by a flux from intermediate waters that
provides preformed nutrients. Low-latitude surface waters receive regenerated nutrients
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Figure 3–4: Schematic diagram of open-system (a) five-box and (b) four-box models.

by wind mixing with the intermediate box, which receives phosphate from the Southern
Ocean through thermohaline circulation.
For the sake of simplicity, the five-box model can be collapsed to four boxes
(Figure 3-4b) by combining the two high-latitude boxes into one. This results in a two-
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way thermohaline flux between the intermediate and high-latitude boxes.

The high-

latitude-to-intermediate flux represents the flow of water from the Southern Ocean into
intermediate waters, while the intermediate-to-high-latitude flux represents the resupply
of North Atlantic deepwater that is necessary for mass balance. The mixed deepwater
(three-box) and totally isolated deepwater (four-box) models are obviously end-member
scenarios with the true ocean circulation located on a continuum between the two,
presumably closer to one than another. Values of high-latitude convective mixing, Fhd,
and thermohaline circulation rate, T, are the same for all models, while wind-driven
upwelling, U, in the four-box model has a value of 60 Sv (Watson, 1995).
The base of the intermediate box represents the base of the thermocline (1000 m)
and the top of the intermediate box represents the base of the mixed layer (100 m).
Ninety percent of the low-latitude particle flux is remineralized in this box, a percentage
that is consistent with sediment trap studies (Martin et al., 1987) and is represented by the
term fi in the four-box model. The value of f, the total fraction of the particle flux
remineralized, is greater in the four-box model than in the three-box model, and only
0.84% of export production is buried in sediments.
The high-latitude particle flux is almost twice as high in the four-box model as in
the original three-box model in order to maintain realistic phosphate values using
specified U, T, and Fhd values and reasonable values of f and fi. Table 3–1shows the fourbox model phosphate and O2 concentrations for the modern steady state along with
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Table 3–1: Steady State Phosphate and Oxygen Values for the Open-System Four-Box
Model

Reservoir

PO4 µmol/kg

O2 µmol/kg

High latitude

1.55 (1.44*)

325 (334*)

Intermediate

1.21 (1.76)

118 (150)

Deep

2.41 (2.25)

179 (174)

Observed values from Levitus and Boyer (1994) and Conkright et al. (1994) (and Broecker (1982) for high-latitude values) in
parentheses.

observed values for the modern ocean in parentheses (Broecker and Peng, 1982;
Conkright et al, 1994; Levitus and Boyer, 1994). Although deep water and high-latitude
values are close to observations, steady state constraints lead to unavoidable low
concentrations of phosphate and oxygen in the intermediate reservoir of the four-box
model. Changing parameters to raise the concentration of PO4,i results in even lower
intermediate oxygen level and also changes deep ocean values away from modern
observations by increasing deep oxygen and phosphate. Allowing mixing between the
deep and intermediate reservoirs raises intermediate oxygen slightly but also decreases
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deep ocean phosphate and does not affect intermediate phosphate levels. Given this
conundrum, we use the values in table 1 as initial preperturbation values for the modern

steady state while acknowledging that the intermediate reservoir initial values are low.
We will discuss possible implications of this discrepancy in the summary and discussion.
The total modern "new production" is higher in the four-box model, about 6.2 Gt
C/yr versus 3.1 Gt C/yr in the three-box model. Both model estimates of new production
are low relative to other recent evaluations (e.g., Martin et al., 1987; Najjar et al., 1992;
Post et al., 1992; Sarmiento et al., 1993; Chavez and Toggweiler, 1994).

This

underestimate may be due in part to calculating values of new production as the
particulate flux at 100 and 250 m. High-latitude "new production" contributes about 40%
of the global value in our models.

Four-Box Model Results

Thermohaline circulation and wind-driven
upwelling.

Results of four-box model experiments are shown in Figure 3–5. The primary
difference between the open three-box and four-box models (Figures 3-1 and 3-4b) is the
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Figure 3–5: Four-box open-system results: intermediate and deep ocean oxygen
responses to (a) decreased thermohaline overturn (0.01T), (b) decreased wind-driven
upwelling (0.32 U), (c) high-latitude nutrient depletion, (d) high-latitude particle flux
decrease (Ph=0), (e) decreased convective mixing (0.25 Fhd) , (f) doubled riverine input,
(g) lower atmospheric oxygen (0.62 PAL), and (h) low-latitude bottom water formation
with high-latitude upwelling. Shaded regions labeled ID and DD show zones of dysoxic
values for intermediate and deep waters, respectively.
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decreased effect of low-latitude productivity changes on deeper water oxygen
concentrations in the latter. In the four-box model, changes in both U (that would be
function of the strength of low-latitude density stratification and/or windspeed) and T
cause proportional short-term changes in low-latitude productivity. Increases in winddriven upwelling directly affect productivity, while increases in thermohaline overturning
indirectly stimulate production by increasing the phosphate concentration of intermediate
waters.

Since the intermediate box has a relatively low oxygen concentration and

receives the majority of the low-latitude particle flux in the new model, one might
assume that the intermediate box would be driven anoxic by low-latitude productivity
changes

more

easily

than

the

deep

box

in

the

three-

ox model. However, since the intermediate box is smaller than the original deep box and
is thus more efficiently ventilated, the effect of increasing low-latitude productivity is
overwhelmed by greater O2 supply.

Deep waters also become more resistant to

productivity-driven anoxia in the four-box model, due to the small proportion of the lowlatitude particle flux they receive while being ventilated at the same rate as in the threebox model. Thus neither increases in T nor increases in U can cause even transient
dysoxia in the intermediate or deep ocean, and it is not possible to induce dysoxia in
either the intermediate or deep box on short timescales
On long timescales, however, oxygenation of intermediate waters may be
substantially reduced by lowered rates of U and T through a build up in ocean phosphate
content. Slowing thermohaline circulation to 0.01 times the modern steady state value
results in intermediate oxygen concentrations near the dysoxic threshold (~52 µmol/L),
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but only after 5 million years (Figure 3-5a - note different timescale). Meanwhile, the
deep ocean remains oxic. Similarly, a decrease in U to 1/3 its modern value actually
drives the intermediate box anoxic, but O2,d is ultimately independent of wind-driven
upwelling (Figure 3-5b). This independence is evident in the steady state equation for
deep ocean oxygen in the four-box model:

O 2 .d

  f − fi 

 Riv + f i Ph 
R 
 1− f 
.
= O 2 ,h − 
(Fhd + T )

(10)

High latitude processes.

The high-latitude mechanisms, Ph (high-latitude particle flux) and Fhd (convective
mixing) have similar short-term effects on the deep ocean in the three- and four-box
models, while the intermediate box responds somewhat unexpectedly. For example,
increasing Ph decreases O2,d immediately in the four-box model but increases O2,i in the
short-term as elevated high-latitude productivity reduces the nutrients delivered to
intermediate waters, which control low-latitude productivity.

Decreasing Ph has the

opposite effect, raising deepwater O2 levels and lowering intermediate water
concentrations. Increasing Ph in the four-box model to the point of total high-latitude
nutrient depletion results in dysoxic but not strictly anoxic deepwater (O2,d ~ 20 µmol/L)
(Figure 3-5c). This result is very different from the three-box model where high-latitude
productivity is limited by phosphate depletion due to enhanced burial, preventing the
establishment of deepwater dysoxia by an increased high-latitude particle flux. The high-
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latitude box in the four-box model experiences greater fluxes of nutrient-rich water
(Figure 4b), allowing maintenance of a higher particle flux capable of inducing deep
dysoxia.
Interestingly, decreasing Ph also results in dysoxia in the four-box model,
although in this case for the intermediate ocean (Figure 3-5d). This effect is the result of
increased nutrient flow from high to low latitudes that occurs as Ph declines. The highlatitude particle flux is the only mechanism studied in this paper with the capability of
driving both the modern intermediate and deep ocean dysoxic.

However, because

opposite changes in magnitude are required, deep and intermediate anoxia cannot be
produced simultaneously by this mechanism.
Recall that O2,d was independent of Ph in the long-term in the three-box model
(equation ( 3.9 )). For any steady state scenario, burial input, which is simply a constant
fraction of the total particle flux, must equal riverine input. Thus changes in Ph must be
balanced by changes in Pl so that the summed particle flux equals the initial steady-state
value. With just three boxes, all organic matter is remineralized in the deep box, so
changes in Ph that are exactly compensated for by changes in Pl have no net effect on
O2,d. Although Pl must change by the same amount to balance a Ph change in the fourbox model, the impact of low-latitude productivity changes falls primarily on the
intermediate box. The summed particle flux must still equal the initial steady state value,
but changes in the amount of Pl received by the deep box are too small to offset
variations in O2,d due to Ph changes and the deep ocean oxygen perturbations are longlived.
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Decreasing Fhd has an effect similar to increasing Ph in the four-box model
(Figure 5e) and results in rapid development of true deepwater anoxia at a value of about
one fourth the modern steady state convective mixing rate, as in the three-box model.
For the same scenario, O2,i increases slightly, but then declines back to the initial value in
the open-system scenario. This behavior is predicted by the steady-state for O2,i,

O 2 ,i

 Riv + ( f − 1)Ph 

UO 2 ,s + TO 2 ,h − Rf i 

1
f
f
+
−
(
)
i

,
=
(U + T )

( 3.11 )

that shows that the steady state value of O2,i is independent of Fhd. Increasing Fhd initially
decreases O2,i and increases O2,d, but the decrease in O2,i is far too small to cause even
dysoxia in the intermediate box, even for values greater than 100Fhd (not shown).
These results show that in contrast to changes in thermohaline overturning and
wind-driven upwelling, changes in both Ph and Fhd in the four-box model are capable of
rapidly inducing deep ocean dysoxia in the four-box model on short timescales that
persists on long timescales. An interesting consequence of isolating the two deeper water
boxes from direct contact with each other is that changes in high-latitude processes
produce opposite responses in their oxygen contents on short timescales. If this is a
realistic model of ocean circulation, it would seem that rapid transitions from oxic to
anoxic conditions are unlikely to occur in both deep and intermediate waters
simultaneously.
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Riverine input.

In the three-box model, a doubling of riverine phosphate input results in
deepwater dysoxia on a timescale of roughly 200 kyr (Figure 3-3d). In the four-box
model, segregating the intermediate and deep boxes results in a more rapid decline of
O2,i, which becomes dysoxic in 100,000 years after a doubling of the riverine input
(Figure 3-5f).

An unlikely increase to 5 times the current riverine input is required to

also drive the deep box dysoxic (not shown).

Lowered O2 content of downwelled water.

As for the three-box model, changing the O2 concentration of downwelling
deepwater to the lower Phanerozoic limit (0.6 PAL) lowers deep O2 in the ocean to near
dysoxic levels (55 µmol/L) (Figure 5g). In the intermediate box, in contrast, the effect of
lowering atmospheric oxygen is more dramatic, and the O2 level plunges into the severely
dysoxic realm (O2,i = 19 µmol/L).
Low-latitude deepwater formation may or may not have the capacity to drive the
deep ocean anoxic in the four-box model. Adding an intermediate box alone to the threebox low-latitude deepwater formation model described above does not significantly
change the results for the open or closed system. Lower oxygen solubility in surface
waters, combined with complete surface utilization of nutrients, drives both the
intermediate and deep oceans anoxic. However, if deep waters formed in a low-latitude
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region were upwelled in a polar region with incomplete nutrient utilization (a scenario
simulated by sourcing T from the low-latitude box rather than the high-latitude box), the
results change markedly: both O2,d and O2,i initially plunge and the intermediate box
quickly becomes anoxic (Figure 3-5h).

After a few thousand years, however, both

reservoirs recover to oxic values. Thus it is the complete utilization of nutrients, rather
than the locus of deepwater formation, that is the critical factor leading to deep anoxia.
The discrepancy between initial conditions for the four-box model and
observations (Table 3-1) indicates that the model is not a perfect analogue for the modern
steady state. The behavior of the model in response to perturbations, however, is the
same regardless of the initial conditions. Thus although strict values of perturbation
magnitude required to cause anoxia in the four-box model should not be used as absolute
measures of ancient circulation or productivity parameters, the four-box model is still a
useful tool for assessing the response of an extremely segregated intermediate and deep
ocean to different forcings.

Comparison of Four and Five-Box Results

The results of the five-box model are essentially identical to those of the four-box
model except for one factor and are thus not reproduced here. In the four-box model,
thermohaline and convective fluxes from the deep ocean supply phosphate for the highlatitude particle flux. In the five-box model the Southern Ocean particle flux is sourced
by those fluxes, but the North Atlantic particle flux, Pna, depends on phosphate delivered
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through thermohaline circulation from the intermediate deep box.

Because the

intermediate box has a relatively low phosphate concentration, changing circulation rates
can lower PO4,i to the point where the nutrient flux from intermediate waters to the North
Atlantic is insufficient to supply the specified Pna (1/8 of the total Ph, based on relative
area of North Atlantic and Southern Ocean deepwater forming areas). This difference in
Pna only occurs with decreases in thermohaline circulation rate and increases in winddriven upwelling and does not make a significant difference in terms of anoxia in either
intermediate or deep water.

Summary and Discussion

If the three-box model, which represents a well-mixed ocean below the photic
zone, is an accurate representation of the modern circulation, then decreases in
convective mixing rate can produce rapid transitions from oxic to anoxic conditions in an
open system. In addition, a reduction in convective mixing results in persistent anoxia in
deep water with no recovery to original levels of O2,d.

Increases in thermohaline

overturning and high-latitude particle flux may cause rapid transitions to anoxia but only
in the presence of elevated oceanic phosphate. An increase in riverine phosphate induces
dysoxia in this model but on timescales long relative to the residence time of phosphorus.
Changing atmospheric oxygen levels may have contributed to deep ocean dysoxia during
certain intervals of geologic history, and low-latitude bottom water formation could have
rapidly plunged the deep ocean into actual anoxia in a three-box model configuration.
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These conclusions are presented in a concise form in Table 2, which indicates under what
conditions, closed or open-system, short or long timescales, deep anoxia (DA) is
produced. Although long-term results are not important for modeling kyr-scale changes
in the redox state of the deep ocean, they are significant when interpreting longer term
changes in the form of OAE's, which have durations of millions of years.
Mechanisms of anoxia differ between the open- and closed-system models
because productivity increases that raise biological oxygen demand on deepwaters also
raise phosphate burial rates in the open system, providing a negative feedback on particle
fluxes. However such phosphate depletion could be diminished by benthic phosphorus
regeneration (Van Cappellen and Ingall, 1994) under anoxic conditions. Studies have
indicated that phosphate may be preferentially released from seafloor sediments overlain
by low-oxygen waters (Ingall and Jahnke, 1994, 1997), decoupling rates of phosphate
burial from organic particle fluxes under anoxic conditions. Because the quantitative
relationship between total phosphate burial and deepwater oxygenation is not well
defined, we did not include this feedback in our models. Phosphorus regeneration would
not, however, significantly change most three-box model results because the regeneration
mechanism is activated only when a reservoir becomes anoxic.

With modern initial

phosphate values, realistic perturbations of thermohaline circulation and high and lowlatitude particle fluxes are incapable of driving the deep ocean into the anoxic realm in
our simulations, so these three-box results would be unaffected by the regeneration
feedback.

If preperturbation phosphate levels were higher, the three-box model deep

ocean could be driven anoxic by realistic changes in T, Pl, and Ph, and the time of
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recovery of the system to oxic levels would be prolonged by reduced burial rates of
phosphorus. For decreases in convective mixing or sourcewater oxygen concentration
that do not alter particle fluxes, phosphate regeneration would have no effect on threebox model results because declines into anoxia are unidirectional, and the feedback
would not be initiated until the system was already persistently dysoxic to anoxic.
The four-box model results are also summarized in Table 3–2. Note that in this
model fewer scenarios produce actual intermediate or deep anoxia (IA and DA,
respectively) but several drive O2 values into the dysoxic (ID or DD) realm. In the fourbox model, changes in thermohaline circulation and upwelling rates do not produce
anoxia in either the intermediate or deep box on short time-scales. On long timescales
slowing of thermohaline circulation can cause intermediate waters to become nearly
dysoxic, but deepwaters remain at levels well above dysoxia. Slowing wind-driven
upwelling to 1/3 its current value results in intermediate anoxia, but again deepwater
values remain oxic.
Both high-latitude productivity increases and convective mixing decreases cause
rapid transitions to persistent deep dysoxia to anoxia but concomitantly increase
intermediate oxygen levels. Conversely, decreases in high-latitude particle flux can
cause the average intermediate ocean O2 to become dysoxic while the deep ocean remains
oxic. Increased riverine input of phosphorus lowers intermediate oxygen levels more
rapidly than deep oxygen in the three-box model, but still only on timescales greater than
100,000 years. Finally, formation of low-latitude bottom waters has the potential to
induce anoxia in the four-box model, but not if upwelling occurs in high-latitude areas
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Table 3–2: Summary of Results for the Three- and Four-Box Models
Variable

Closed System

Open System
short-term

long-term

DA
DD
DA

DA
DD
DD
DA

DD
DA
ID
DA/ IAa

near ID
IA
DD
ID
DA
IA
ID
DA/ -a

Three-Box Model
T increase
T decrease
Ph increase
Ph decrease
Fhd increase
Fhd decrease
Riv increase
O2 atm
LLBW

DA
DA
n/a
DD
DA

T increase
T decrease
U increase
U decrease
Ph increase
Ph decrease
Fhd increase
Fhd decrease
Riv increase
O2 atm
LLBW

-DA
DA
n/a
ID
DA/IAa

Four-Box Model

Results are equivalent in the long and short-term for the closed models. ID, intermediate dysoxia; DD, deep dysoxia; IA,
intermediate anoxia; DA, deep anoxia; O2 atm, scenario with 0.62 PAL oxygen; LLBW, low-latitude bottom water simulation.
a
Low-latitude bottom water simulation with high-latitude upwelling.

with limited productivity.

Phosphate regeneration would have more significant

implications for the four-box than for the three-box model due to the division of the deep
ocean into separate intermediate and deep boxes. In the four-box model, phosphate
regeneration in one reservoir has the potential to drive an oxygen decline in the other box
by increasing the ocean’s total phosphate inventory.

Since benthic phosphorus fluxes

seem to deviate substantially from Redfield ratios with respect to carbon only when
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oxygen concentrations are less than ~10 µmol/L (Ingall and Jahnke, 1997), results for the
four-box model would only change when one of the deep reservoirs becomes anoxic
rather than dysoxic. As no burial is specified to occur in the intermediate reservoir in this
model, the outcomes of perturbations which drive only the intermediate box anoxic
would not be affected. However, in the case of reduced convective mixing or increased
high-latitude particle flux, which drive the deep ocean anoxic, a decrease of phosphate
burial flux to 10% of the modern steady state value could drive intermediate waters
anoxic on timescales of ~100 kyrs (not shown).
Finally, the convective mixing specified in our model may not be typical of rates
throughout the Phanerozoic. The high value of Fhd for the modern Southern Ocean may
be a function of geography and only characteristic of the last few tens of millions of
years, after the opening of the Drake Passage between South America and Antarctica.
The opening of the passage allowed the establishment of a strong Antarctic Circumpolar
Current that brings old deepwater to the surface today and may be responsible for the
high modern rates of convective exchange (J.R. Toggweiler, personal communication,
1999).

If so, the deep ocean would have been more susceptible to anoxia before the

opening of the passage. The effect of lower pre-Drake Passage rates of convective
mixing can be assessed by evaluating steady state equations for oxygen given above with
decreased values of Fhd.
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Conclusions

Hypotheses of ocean stagnation producing low oxygen conditions at the seafloor
seemed to have been disproved by Sarmiento et al. (1988), who found that steady state
deep ocean oxygen levels were inversely proportional to thermohaline circulation rate.
However, the applicability of the closed system findings depends on the response time of
deep ocean oxygen, which varies considerably in the open-system model.

Our open

system models show that the Sarmiento et al. (1988) three-box result of decreased deep
ocean oxygen with increased thermohaline circulation is transient, although it may be
long-lived enough to explain individual anoxic events. In the absence of changes in
phosphate or the character of deepwater sources, rapid transitions to anoxia are most
likely caused by decreases in convective mixing or increases in high latitude productivity
(four-box model). On long timescales, oxygen is proportional to low-latitude upwelling
rate, and slowing of upwelling may cause dysoxic to anoxic conditions in intermediate
waters.
The results above show that interpretation of causes of past anoxia requires
knowledge of circulation patterns and water depth of deposition of suspected anoxic
sediments.

If the three-box model of circulation applied, for example, then anoxic

sediments at any depth below the photic zone would have a similar causal mechanism.
Under conditions more like those of the four and five-box models, however, intermediate
and deep anoxia may have entirely different source mechanisms.
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Chapter 4

OCEAN STAGNATION AND PERMIAN ANOXIA

Abstract

Numerical experiments performed with a three-dimensional global ocean model
linked to a biogeochemical model of phosphate and oxygen cycling indicate that a low
equator-to-pole temperature gradient could have produced weak oceanic circulation and
widespread anoxia in the Late Permian ocean. We find that a substantially reduced ocean
surface density contrast (resulting from polar warming and tropical cooling) causes
anoxia throughout the deep ocean as a result of both lower dissolved oxygen in bottom
source waters and increased nutrient utilization. Our findings support hypotheses of
pervasive anoxia in the Late Permian ocean and its role in the End-Permian extinction.

Introduction

A number of authors have proposed that sluggish or stagnant ocean circulation
contributed to anoxia and the creation of large gradients in oxygen and/or carbon isotopes
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in ancient oceans (e.g., Fischer and Arthur, 1977; Berry and Wilde, 1978; Bralower and
Thierstein, 1984; Holser and Magaritz, 1987; Malkowski et al., 1989; Gruszczynski et al.,
1992; Kajiwara et al., 1994; Grotzinger and Knoll, 1995; Isozaki, 1997). These authors
suggest warmer poles and the absence of sea-ice formation reduced the potential for highlatitude deepwater formation and prevented the establishment of vigorous thermohaline
overturning at times in the past. In this scenario, organic matter exported from surface
waters and decomposed in the deep water column progressively depleted deepwater O2
while releasing carbon dioxide, stored nutrients, and light isotopes of carbon and sulfur.
As a result, it is postulated, the deep ocean’s chemical composition evolved dramatically
away from that of surface waters during times of sluggish circulation.
Geochemical evidence suggests the Permo-Triassic boundary interval was such a
period. Studies of boundary interval sediments reveal large negative excursions in carbon, sulfur, and strontium isotopic compositions of surface waters, which have been
interpreted as evidence of chemically distinct deepwaters upwelling into a previously
isolated surface ocean (Holser and Magaritz, 1987; Gruszcynski et al., 1992; Malkowski
et al., 1994; Kajiwara et al., 1994; Knoll et all., 1996). In addition, widespread anoxic
deposits in Late Permian and Early Triassic sections (Wignall and Hallam, 1992, 1993;
Wignall and Twitchett, 1996; Isozaki, 1997) suggest that, unlike today, decomposition of
organic matter exhausted oxygen supplied by circulation throughout much of the water
column. The magnitude and global nature of the excursions and anoxia has led investigators to propose that the entire ocean was severely stratified prior to the boundary, and that
stagnation-induced anoxia may have played a role in the end-Permian extinction.
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A potential flaw in this hypothesis is neglect of the relationship between ocean
circulation and surface productivity. While ocean mixing acts to destroy vertical
gradients in oxygen and other chemical species, it also returns nutrients to the surface that
fuel the biological activity and organic matter decomposition required to sustain
gradients. Quantifying the results of this competition between circulation and biology
thus requires a model that accounts for both ocean physics and a dynamic link between
nutrients and productivity.
We simulate a stagnation scenario for the Late Permian ocean using a 3dimensional ocean general circulation model that includes a simple biogeochemical
model of phosphate and oxygen cycling. To assess whether ocean stagnation would have
created the chemical patterns postulated for this time period, we apply a low equator-topole temperature gradient and examine the change in circulation and chemical structure
of the ocean that result.

Model Description

The general circulation model (GCM) used to simulate Permian ocean circulation
is the Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory's Modular Ocean Model (MOM)
(Pacanowski et al., 1993).

MOM is a three-dimensional primitive equation model

derived from that described by Bryan (1979) and Bryan and Lewis (1979). The model
configuration used includes 4x4 degree resolution, 16 vertical levels, constant vertical
and horizontal mixing coefficients (1 cm2/s and 2 x 107 cm2/s, respectively).
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Temperature, salinity, and wind stress surface forcing fields are annual zonal
mean values predicted by model simulations performed using the GENESIS v. 2
atmospheric GCM (Thompson and Pollard, 1997). The ocean model bathymetry is a
simplified flat-bottom case (5150 m depth) with continental boundaries that approximate
the land/sea distribution in the paleogeographical reconstruction of Rees et al. (1999).
For this study, the MOM code was modified to include simple ocean
biogeochemistry. Oxygen and phosphate were added to the model code as reactive tracers
and set to uniform initial values (170 and 2.15 µmol/L, respectively) consistent with
modern observational data from the deep ocean (Levitus and Boyer, 1994; Conkright et
al., 1994). The model is thus a closed system with respect to phosphate, but is open with
respect to oxygen at the surface, where oxygen concentrations are restored to saturation
concentrations at predicted temperatures and salinity of water in the model's uppermost
layer according to the relationship of Weiss (1970).
Export of organic matter from the euphotic zone (100 m thick) is modeled using
the relationship of Yamanaka and Tajika (1996).

The export flux is proportional to

surface water phosphate concentration and with the cosine of latitude to simulate light
limitation at with increasing latitude. (Phosphate, rather than nitrate, was chosen as the
driver of productivity because phosphate exerts the primary control on marine primary
production on long timescales (e.g. Tyrell, 1999)). The exported organic flux is
instantaneously remineralized below the euphotic zone according to the power law of
Martin et al. (1987). Any flux that reaches the lowest vertical layer of the ocean is
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remineralized, consistent with observations that only a small fraction of the flux reaching
the sediments is buried
Both production of oxygen during photosynthesis and loss of oxygen during
decomposition are linked to phosphate uptake and release by a Redfield ratio of 169:1
(Takahashi et al., 1985). We assume organic matter decomposition will proceed via
nitrate and sulfate reduction after oxygen is depleted, so the rate of phosphate
remineralization is independent of oxygen concentration in our model. However, since
we do not include nitrate and sulfate as tracers, such remineralization is represented by
negative values of dissolved O2. Though the biogeochemical model greatly simplifies the
cycling of organic matter, it produces realistic distributions of phosphate and oxygen in
the modern ocean (Yamanaka and Tajika, 1996).
To examine the effects of a reduced latitudinal temperature gradient on the Permian
ocean, the model was run with two sets of climatic forcings. A “high” gradient forcing
case used temperature, salinity, and wind forcings predicted by a GENESIS simulation
for the Wordian (267-264 Ma) that included late Permian paleogeography, 2760 ppm
CO2 (~8 times the present atmospheric concentration), and 97.9% of the modern solar
luminosity (Rees et al., 1999). The temperature gradient predicted by this simulation
(Figure 4–1a) is similar to the modern zonal average gradient. The model was run for
2700 years with the high-gradient forcing until a vigorous circulation was established.
simulation were fixed at an equator-to-pole of gradient 12-28 ° C (Fig. 4-1a). This
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Figure 4–1: Model meridional (a) SST gradients and (b) surface density gradients for
modern ((a) only), Permian high-gradient, and Permian reduced-gradient scenarios.
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gradient approximates that inferred from δ18O measurements of foraminifera of the latest
Paleocene-early Eocene boundary interval (Zachos et al, 1994; Bice et al., 1999). We
chose this profile as our surface forcing because it is a very well-documented low
gradient period and is roughly consistent with what is known about Late Permian climate.
Although

the

exact

meridional

temperature

gradient

remains

undefined,

paleoclimatological evidence suggests the Late Permian southern polar climate was
comparable to Paleocene-Eocene Arctic climate (Taylor et al., 1992) with temperatures
greater than 10ºC for at least a third of the year (Ziegler, 1990; Yemane, 1993). In
addition, oxygen isotope and paleosol data from the latest Permian indicate warming
from the latest Permian into the earliest Triassic (Holser et al., 1991; Retallack, 1999).
Our reduced-gradient case is thus a reasonable upper bound for a warm Late Permian
climate.
Stagnation hypotheses are based on the assumption that lowered surface
temperature gradients reduce meridional ocean density gradients and thus stymie ocean
mixing. Although a reduction in meridional thermal gradients does not necessarily result
in reduction of surface density gradients (Manabe and Bryan, 1985), in our scenario polar
“warming” and tropical “cooling” do cause a substantial reduction in the ocean's pole-toequator surface density gradient (Fig. 4-1b). Note that the Permian high-gradient case
exhibits interhemispheric SST asymmetry with cooler conditions in the southern
hemisphere due to greater continental area there. This results in a strong asymmetry in
the surface ocean density gradients, while in the reduced temperature gradient case the
density profile is largely symmetric about the equator.
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Results

Circulation

The steady-state meridional overturning (zonally integrated mass transport
streamfunction in the meridional-vertical plane) for the high-gradient scenario is shown
in Figure 4–2. The pattern is asymmetrical, with a strong cell in the southern hemisphere
and a weaker cell in the northern hemisphere. The maximum southern hemisphere
transport value is greater than >80 Sverdrups (Sv, 1 Sv = 1 million m3 s-1) and the
circulation can be characterized as vigorous.
Kutzbach et al. (1990) found symmetrical thermohaline circulation in an
idealized, symmetrical Permian ocean with symmetrical surface forcings. The strong
asymmetry here results from both more complex paleogeography and asymmetrical
surface forcing. The southern hemisphere landmass in the Permian reconstruction has an
extensive, continuous north-south oriented boundary while landmasses in the northern
hemisphere are less strongly meridionally oriented and are broken by seaways. This
configuration supports stronger meridional transport in the southern hemisphere, an effect
strongly enhanced by a higher surface density gradient in the southern hemisphere (Fig.
4-1b) and higher density south polar water. This vigorous circulation is disrupted when
the reduced temperature gradient is applied (Figure 4-2). At 100 years the ocean is
poorly mixed and is dominated below 1000 m by northern hemisphere sinking.
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a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 4–2: Simulated meridional overturning (zonally integrated volume transport
streamfunction in the meridional-vertical plane) for the Permian ocean in Sv (106 m3/s).
Positive values indicate clockwise flow and negative values indicate counterclockwise
flow. Panels show MOM model a) equilibrated with high-gradient SST forcing, and b)
100 years c) 1200 years, and d) 10000 years after imposing reduced-gradient forcing.
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By 1200 yrs, weak mixing between the surface and deep ocean is reestablished. After
10,000 years, circulation has reached a new steady-state with substantially reduced
overturning relative to the high-gradient case, consistent with the reduction in upper
ocean density between the simulations. The steady-state thermohaline circulation, driven
by a weaker, but largely symmetrical, density contrast (Figure 4-1b), exhibits much less
interhemispheric asymmetry than the high-gradient circulation. Although circulation is
reduced, bottom water is still formed at high latitudes in both hemispheres and there is no
low-latitude deep water formation. Northern hemisphere deepwaters are ventilated at a
rate nearly comparable to that of modern North Atlantic Deep Water, estimated to be
approximately 20 Sv (Broecker, 1991).

Dissolved Oxygen

The high-gradient case is characterized by high values of dissolved O2 in the high
latitudes and in deep water (Figure 4–3). The ocean is oxic everywhere except in
intermediate waters off the western coast of Pangea (Figure 3a), where negative values of
O2 indicate oxidation of organic matter with electron acceptors other than oxygen (i.e.,
nitrate and sulfate). The deep ocean is particularly well oxygenated (Figure4- 3b), with
minimum O2 values greater than 150 µmol/L. In comparison, modern North Pacific
deepwaters average about 130 µmol/L.

When the ocean reaches a steady-state after

application of the reduced temperature gradient, ocean oxygen concentrations below the
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Figure 4–3: Maps of steady-state oxygen concentrations (µmol/L) for a) intermediate and
b) deep ocean in high gradient scenario; c) intermediate and d) deep ocean in reducedgradient scenario.

top 100 m are reduced by an average of 264 µmol/L, and most of the ocean is driven
anoxic. Deep ocean oxygen levels are dysoxic (< 45 µmol/L) to anoxic over a majority
of the deep-sea floor (Figure 4-3c) and intermediate water oxygen concentrations are
quite negative, with values as low as -300 µmol/L off the western coast of the
supercontinent (Figure 4-3d).
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Knoll et al. (1996) discuss a box model of Permian anoxia and suggest that
utilization of about 470 µmol of sulfate in the late Permian caused buildup of lethal CO2
levels in the deep ocean and contributed to the P/T extinction. Because sulfate has twice
the reducing power of oxygen, this amount of sulfate reduction would correspond to
approximately values of about -1000 µmol/L oxygen in the model. No such levels are
approached in these simulations, therefore some factor in addition to reduced overturning
seems necessary to create such high levels of CO2 in the Late Permian deep ocean.
Increasing the mean nutrient concentration of the ocean is one way of increasing
export production without changing circulation. If the Permian ocean were richer in
phosphate than the modern ocean, higher productivity could have been sustained with a
slower upwelling rate.

To evaluate the effects of increased nutrients, the reduced-

gradient experiment was re-run with a mean phosphate concentration 50% higher than the
modern value.

Dissolved oxygen concentrations in this simulation are dramatically

reduced in intermediate waters (Figure 4–4a), with an intensified zone of anoxia off the
western coast of Pangea. Very negative values of O2 (as low as -600 µmol/L) in this
region indicate extensive sulfate reduction in intermediate waters (Figure 4-4b).
Deepwater oxygen values are also negative, with values approaching -200 µmol/L.
These values, however, still do not approach the -1000 µmol O2/L estimated by Knoll et
al. (1996), which would require even higher ocean phosphate.
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Figure 4–4: Maps of steady-state oxygen concentrations (µmol/L) for a) intermediate and
b) deep ocean in reduced-gradient scenario with 1.5 times modern ocean phosphate level.
Maps of intermediate water are at 850 m depth and those for deep water are at 4650 m
depth.

Discussion

Our results suggest that deep ocean anoxia is consistent with reduced
thermohaline circulation driven by a low meridional density contrast. However, this
anoxia does not result solely from decreased ventilation rates of deepwaters and constant
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input of organic matter as envisioned in previous conceptual models of stagnation.
Almost half the difference between the simulated high-gradient and reduced-gradient
deepwater oxygen levels is due to the difference in solubility of oxygen in the warmed
high-latitude regions where deep waters are formed. The saturation oxygen concentration
in the deepwater source regions of the reduced gradient case is ~250 µmol/L, versus ~370
µmol/L in the high-gradient scenario.
Biological oxygen demand drives the remainder of the oxygen decline (~140
µmol/L), but the magnitude of this oxygen demand alone would not drive the reducedgradient ocean completely anoxic without the aforementioned temperature effect.
Chemical stratification is limited because decreased upwelling rates of nutrients in the
reduced-gradient support lower export of organic matter from surface waters than in the
high-gradient case (14.3 vs. 19.8 Gt C/yr).

The effects of slowed ventilation and

dwindling productivity do not exactly balance because the surface biota exploit a reserve
source of nutrients - high latitude phosphate.
Because light limitation in the model restricts the amount of nutrients that can be
utilized by the biota at high latitudes (Equation 1), the high-gradient scenario with
vigorous upwelling exhibits phosphate concentrations greater than 2 µmol/L in southern
high latitudes and 1.5 µmol in the northern areas of convection. In the reduced-gradient
scenario, upwelling rates decline proportionally more than high-latitude export
production and phosphate values in surface waters of the both northern and southern high
latitudes decline by ~0.4 and 0.8 µmol/L, respectively (see Appendix C). As a result,
3.62 x 1020 moles of phosphate are lost from suface waters in the reduced-gradient case,
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fueling export of organic matter that drives already low deep water oxygen
concentrations to anoxic levels.

Thus, although the reduced-gradient scenario does

exhibit widespread anoxia, relatively high rates of ventilation and reduced productivity
keep the deep ocean near the oxic/anoxic boundary rather than firmly in the regime of
sulfate reduction. Increasing mean phosphate concentration of the ocean drives deep
waters further into the zone of sulfate reduction, but the effect is insufficient to cause the
dangerously high deep-ocean pCO2 levels invoked by Knoll et al. (1996), which would
require 5 times the modern level of ocean phosphate.
As the phosphate content of the Permian ocean is poorly constrained, such a high
value cannot be ruled out. Based on climatic and geochemical indices, Martin (1995)
suggested that the Permo-Carboniferous would have been a time of high ocean nutrient
concentrations. Arthur et al. (1998), in contrast, argued that decreased riverine input of
phosphorus would have resulted in a nutrient-poor ocean. Given this discrepancy, only
precipitation of phosphate minerals constrains a maximum value for the marine
phosphate level. At present the ocean is near saturation with respect to apatite, but
precipitation of calcium phosphate in the water column is kinetically inhibited (Atlas,
1976; Froelich et al., 1982). Values of equilibrium phosphate concentration in typical
seawater calculated from the equations of Atlas and Pytkowicz (1977) for carbonate
fluorapatite range from 1.5 to 7.9 µmol/L and may be low due to neglect of carbonate
content (Van Capellen and Berner, 1988; Jahnke, 1984). High steady-state phosphate
concentrations in porewaters of modern marine sediments, which commonly approach 10
µmol/L, indicate that high levels of phosphate are indeed sustainable (Emerson et al.,
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1980; Van Capellen and Berner, 1988).

Thus, it is possible the Permian ocean's

phosphate concentration was significantly higher than today's value of 2.15 µmol/L.
Finally, our Permian ocean model contains a number of simplifications, but these do
not significantly alter our findings. First, we used a simple vertical mixing scheme and a
flat bathymetry.

However, new reduced-gradient experiments with more realistic

bathymetry, including a shallow (500 m deep) Tethys ocean, show no significant
deviations from the results presented here, and although our constant vertical diffusivity
of 1 cm2/s is high relative to modern ocean observations (Ledwell et al., 1993), use of a
smaller coefficient should only decrease estimates of deep ocean oxygenation. Second,
the GENESIS atmospheric model that provided the high-gradient surface forcings has a
built-in hemispheric asymmetry in albedo, which tends to make the southern hemisphere
too cool in pre-Cenozoic climate simulations (Pollard, 2000, personal communication).
As our reduced–gradient temperature forcing is specified to be symmetric, this
asymmetry does not affect the result of the warm-pole scenario but may enhance
overturning asymmetry in the high-gradient case. Third, models with coarse vertical
resolution have been shown to trap nutrients in shallow water and underestimate the
export of organic matter to deep waters (Najjar et al., 1992; Aumont et al., 1999). Since
the deep ocean is anoxic almost everywhere in reduced-gradient simulations, our finding
of widespread anoxia does not seem susceptible to this spatial bias. Lastly, the oceanic
inventory of phosphate in each of our simulations is invariant.

In an open-system

scenario the reduction in productivity, and thus organic carbon burial, between the highand low-gradient cases would increase ocean phosphate levels (Hotinski et al., in press),
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and subsequent anoxia might also raise nutrient levels by regeneration of phosphate from
sediments (Ingall and Jahnke, 1994; 1997; Van Cappellen and Ingall, 1994). Such
additional increases in phosphate would enhance anoxia in our simulations.

Conclusions

Our simulations indicate that a warming-induced reduction in ocean circulation rates
may have contributed anoxia in the deep waters of the Late Permian ocean. The steadystate thermohaline circulation established with a reduced upper ocean density gradient is
substantially slower than in a high-gradient case, and this reduced deep ocean ventilation,
coupled with lower dissolved oxygen in bottom source waters and more complete
utilization of surface nutrients, leads to widespread anoxia in both deep and intermediate
waters. However, the existence of a weak overturning limits the degree to which the deep
ocean can evolve away from the surface composition.
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Chapter 5

CONCLUSIONS

The simulations described in this thesis illustrate the utility of numerical models
in evaluating the interdependence of ocean chemistry, circulation, and biological
pumping and how these factors work together to influence ocean chemistry. Although
conceptual models can be very useful for investigating biogeochemical conundra, it is
generally difficult to understand the effects of more than one of these factors by intuition
alone.

Numerical experiments, however, can greatly expand the insight provided by

conceptual models by predicting how different influences will interact and evolve over
time. The studies presented here indicate that ocean chemical patterns very different than
today's can be explained without invoking cessation of either biological pumping or
circulation.

The Paleoproterozoic Biological Pump

For the Paleoproterozoic, our finding of a small but discernible gradient among
shallow, mid-depth, and deep samples indicates that biological pumping was active
during this time period despite the primitive nature of Paleoproterozoic organisms and
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deep-to-surface transport mechanisms.

Logan et al. (1995) suggested that until the

evolution of zooplankton and thus fecal pellet transport, carbon export from surface
waters and oxygenation of the deep ocean were prohibited.

The existence of a carbon

isotope gradient for this interval, though, requires export of organic carbon from surface
waters equivalent to modern export.

Although this flux could be achieved simply

through advection if particulate and dissolved organic carbon concentrations were
extraordinarily high in surface waters, this gradient supports other evidence from
Precambrian of substantial biological pumping prior to the advent of fecal pellets.
A two-box model of carbon isotope cycling in the Paleoproterozoic ocean
indicates that extremely high levels of atmospheric carbon dioxide would lead to elevated
levels of marine dissolved inorganic carbon that would damp the effects of biological
pumping. Thus, although the ~0.5‰ gradient of the Pethei carbonates is small relative to
the modern 0-1km gradient of 2‰, it may represent export of organic matter equal to the
modern day flux.
The marine cements of the Pethei platform are not unique for this time period, as
carbonate platforms with abundant marine cements are characteristic of the
Paleoproterozoic (Grotzinger, 1989).

Because the Pethei carbonates have been

substantially altered and represent only one data point for the Paleoproterozoic ocean,
future work should focus on analysis of possible surface-to-deep gradients on
Paleoproterozoic platforms with similar relief.

Potential analogues exist in other

Canadian locations as well as Africa and Australia (Grotzinger, 1989; Simonson et al.,
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1993), and analyses of gradients in these locales would indicate whether the gradient
preserved in the Pethei was truly a global feature of the Paleoproterozoic water column.

Open-System Modeling of Anoxia

Open-system box models of phosphate and oxygen cycling show that the role of
the biological pump in causing deep-sea anoxia can vary depending on the timescale of
interest and the circulation scheme specified.

For a three-box model, which describes a

conventional "conveyor-belt" model of ocean circulation with diffuse upwelling, a
previous closed-system finding of decreasing oxygenation of the deep ocean with
increasing thermohaline circulation rate and biological pumping is found to be a transient
solution that is reversed on long timescales. Differences between open and closedsystem results are the result of productivity perturbations that produce changes in carbon
burial and the total ocean phosphate in the open-system model. For this three-box model,
decreases in convective mixing and changes in the character of deepwater source regions,
which don't affect the biological pump, are found to be the only mechanisms which
cause rapid transitions to persistent anoxic conditions.

Changes in thermohaline

circulation, on the other hand, cause proportional changes in export of organic carbon
from surface to deepwaters on short timescales that lead to changes in ocean phosphate
that reverse original oxygenation trends. Contrary to Sarmiento et al. (1988), increasing
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thermohaline circulation rate does not decrease deepwater oxygen in the three-box
models on long timescales because phosphate is eventually removed from the system
while ventilation is increased.
The four-box model, which represents a new paradigm in ideas about ocean
mixing (Toggweiler and Samuels, 1995), reveals the sensitivity of oxygen estimates to
circulation patterns and resolution of vertical structure in the ocean. Dividing the deep
ocean into intermediate and deep water boxes decreases their susceptibility to anoxia due
to circulation-driven productivity changes because the intermediate box becomes very
efficiently ventilated and the deep ocean receives a smaller portion of organic carbon
exported from surface waters.

The partitioning of deep waters also makes most

responses of intermediate and deep ocean reservoirs opposite for a given high-latitude
perturbation in convective mixing or particle flux.

Only a decrease in downwelling

deepwater character or a long-term increase in riverine input seems capable of driving the
deep ocean anoxic in this model.
For the four-box model, results could be significantly affected by phosphorus
regeneration under anoxic conditions (Ingall and Jahnke, 1997), but the ultimate effect of
anoxia on phosphate burial is not understood (Delaney, 1998).

If a quantitative

relationship between deepwater O2 concentration and phosphate burial can be
established, future work should more thoroughly address the effects of phosphate
regeneration on three- and four-box results.
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GCM Modeling of Permian Anoxia

Simulations with a general circulation model indicate that climatic warming in the
latest Permian, if it produced a reduced meridional temperature gradient, could have
acted as a brake on ocean circulation and promoted widespread deep-sea anoxia.
However, though circulation rate is reduced relative to the Permian high-gradient
scenario, rates of deep-sea thermohaline ventilation are comparable to that of the present.
The reduction in ventilation rate alone is shown to be insufficient to drive deep waters
anoxic, because decreased upwelling simultaneously reduces export of organic carbon
from the photic zone. Instead deep ocean oxygen is lowered in this simulation due to
both lowered solubility of O2 in downwelling regions and increased enhanced use of
high-latitude phosphate by marine organisms.
Although a simulation with a modern mean ocean phosphate concentration
produces widespread anoxia, the deep ocean remains poised near the anoxic/oxic
boundary in this scenario. Deep water oxygen concentrations are thus not driven far into
the zone of sulfate reduction as postulated by Knoll et al. (1996), who suggest that
substantial sulfate reduction caused buildup of lethal levels of carbon dioxide in the deep
ocean which contributed to the end-Permian mass extinction.

An experiment with

increased mean ocean phosphate drives the deep ocean further toward the chemistry
predicted by Knoll et al., but a substantial increase in ocean phosphate (to greater than 5
times the modern level) would be required to reach the Knoll et al. threshold.
The model used for this configuration has a fairly coarse resolution, used a simple
vertical mixing scheme, and included only two biogeochemical tracers (phosphate and
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oxygen), while sulfide and carbon dioxide have also been implicated in the end-Permian
extinction. To enhance understanding of the biological pump's role in extinctions, future
studies should test the sensitivity of results to resolution and vertical mixing scheme, and
include explicit consideration of sulfur and carbon as tracers. In addition, it is a closedsystem model that only allows study of steady states. In the future, development of an
open-system model would allow study of perturbations in carbon burial and evolution of
atmospheric oxygen to assess the influence of these factors on long-term anoxia.

Summary

These three chapters indicate that a wide range of ocean chemical patterns are
consistent with both reasonable circulation rates and active biological pumping, and that
the geologic record suggests cessation of neither during earth's history. Many of these
results run counter to traditional conceptual models and previous numerical experiments
and suggest that ancient chemical gradients cannot be simply be evaluated by comparison
with modern ocean chemistry. The findings presented here demonstrate that numerical
modeling can provide insight inaccessible through intuition alone and should be
combined with other techniques in interpreting the chemistry of ancient oceans.
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Appendix A

PETHEI GEOCHEMICAL DATA TABLES AND PHOTOS

Table A-1. Isotopic and organic carbon data for sampled components of the Pethei
Group.

Sample
No.

Stratig.
ht. (m)

Hand Sample
Description

Isotope Sample
Description
(δ13Ccarb)

δ13Ccarb
(PDB)

δ18O
(PDB)

EVAPORITIC SAMPLES
P7-1-1

Dolomitized, ironrich "flatiron"
stromatolites

Hearne dolomite
MS

1.59

-4.38

P7-1-2

“

Hearne dolomite
MS

1.51

-4.03

P7-1-3

“

Hearne dolomite
MS

1.59

-3.84

P7-1-6

“

Hearne dolomite
MS

1.36

-4.00

P7-2

"Tufa," digitate
stromatolites

Hearne bulk calcite

1.90

-11.66

P7-2-C

“

Hearne dolomite
MS

1.95

-11.72

P6-1-1

Pekanatui; calcite
cement in collapse
breccia

Pekanatui bulk
calcite

1.93

-14.12

TOC
(wt %)

δ13org
(PDB)
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Sample
No.

Stratig.
ht. (m)
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Hand Sample
Description

Isotope Sample
Description
(δ13Ccarb)

δ13Ccarb
(PDB)

δ18O
(PDB)

TOC
(wt %)

δ13org
(PDB)

SHALLOW WATER SAMPLES
PP-5

15

Laminar
stromatolitic
dolomicrite

Taltheilei bulk
calcite

0.92

-9.82

PP2-1

34

Laminar
stromatolitic
dolomicrite

Taltheilei bulk
calcite

1.75

-7.60

PP2-2

37

“

Taltheilei bulk
calcite

1.20

-8.70

PP2-10-C1

61

Finely laminated
detrital
stromatolite,
dolomitized

Taltheilei PLC

0.95

-8.78

PP2-12-C1

67

Finely laminated
detrital stromatolite
with abundant ccfilled pores,
dolomitized

Taltheilei PLC

0.68

-9.74

PP4-7

262

Laminar
stromatolitic
dolomicrite
interlayered with
calcite spar

Wildbread bulk
calcite

1.71

-9.36

PP4-7-C1

262

“

Wildbread PLC

1.86

-9.14

PP4-11-1

274

Precipitatedlooking
stromatolite - spar
micrite couplets
with no detrital fill

Wildbread MS

1.63

-9.13

PP4-11-2

274

“

Wildbread MS

1.67

-9.22

PP4-11-C1

274

“

Wildbread PLC

1.71

-9.02

0.024

-26.28

0.010

-25.70

0.009

-26.43
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No.

Stratig.
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Hand Sample
Description

Isotope Sample
Description
(δ13Ccarb)

δ13Ccarb
(PDB)

δ18O
(PDB)

TOC
(wt %)

δ13org
(PDB)

SHALLOW cont’d
PP4-14

283

Laminar
stromatolitic
dolomicrite
interlayered with
calcite spar

Wildbread bulk
calcite

1.83

-9.41

PP4-14-C1

283

“

Wildbread RF

1.79

-9.54

PP4-19

298

Dolomotized
grainstone with
intraclasts, ooids

Wildbread bulk
calcite

2.13

-9.46

PP4-23

310

Columnar
stromatolitic
dolomicrite
interlayered with
calcite spar

Wildbread bulk
calcite

1.35

-10.22

PP4-24

313

Columnar
stromatolitic
dolomicrite
interlayered with
calcite spar

Wildbread bulk
calcite

1.13

-9.88

PP4-24-2

313

“

Wildbread MS

1.11

-10.76

PP4-40-C1

361

Dolomitized, ironrich "flatiron"
stromatolites

dolomite MS

1.69

-9.73

PP2-24

112

Columnar
dolomicrite
stromatolites with
abundant cc spar
and pores

Utsingi bulk
calcite

1.61

-10.62

PP2-24-2

112

“

Utsingi RF

1.39

-9.07

PP2-24-C1

112

“

Utsingi PLC

1.50

-10.99

PP2-24-C2

112

“

Utsingi RF

1.63

-10.84

0.006

-25.28

0.010

SUBMERGED
0.012

-23.32
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No.
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Hand Sample
Description

Isotope Sample
Description
(δ13Ccarb)

δ13Ccarb
(PDB)

δ18O
(PDB)

TOC
(wt %)

δ13org
(PDB)

SUBMERGED cont’d
PP3-5

124

Irregular
stromatolitic
dolomicrite with
abundant calcitefilled pores

Utsingi bulk
calcite

1.46

-10.98

PP3-13

154

Irregular
stromatolitic
dolomicrite with
abundant calcitefilled pores,
yellowish

Utsingi dolomite
MS

2.42

-8.38

PP3-19

172

Irregular
stromatolitic
dolomicrite with
abundant calcitefilled pores

Utsingi bulk
calcite

1.70

-10.19

PP3-19-C1

172

“

Utsingi PLC

1.72

-10.07

PP3-20-C1

175

Discontinuous,
laminar digitate
stromatolites;Ferich dolomicrite
with calcite
cements

Utsingi PLC

1.70

-10.11

PP3-20-C2

175

“

Utsingi PLC

1.64

-11.17

PP3-27

215

Irregular
stromatolitic calcite
with abundant
calcite-filled pores

Utsingi bulk
calcite

1.83

-9.62

PP3-27-C1

215

“

Utsingi PLC

1.33

-10.63

PP3-27-C2

215

“

Utsingi PLC

1.65

-9.08

PP3-32

230

Irregular
stromatolitic calcite
with abundant
calcite-filled pores

Utsingi bulk
calcite

1.33

-10.65

0.006

0.007

-24.87

0.003

-22.23
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Hand Sample
Description

Isotope Sample
Description
(δ13Ccarb)

δ13Ccarb
(PDB)

δ18O
(PDB)

SUBMERGED cont’d
PP4-6

259

Laminar
stromatolitic layers
(dolomicrite) with
calcite cement

Utsingi bulk
calcite

1.71

-9.99

PP4-28-1

332

Laminar
stromatolitic layers
(dolomicrite) with
calcite cement

Hearne PLC

1.67

-8.99

PP4-31-1

341

Irregular
stromatolitic
dolomicrite with
abundant calcitefilled pores

Hearne RF

1.67

-12.17

PP4-31-3

341

Irregular
stromatolitic
dolomicrite with
abundant calcitefilled pores

Hearne PLC

1.94

-9.82

PP4-33-3

347

Irregular
stromatolitic
dolomicrite with
abundant calcitefilled pores

Hearne RF

1.87

-11.95

PP4-33-5

347

“

Hearne RF

1.92

-12.08

PP4-33-C

347

“

Hearne PLC

1.93

-11.92

1.78

-10.69

MIDWATER
Hearne bulk calcite
Irregular
stromatolitic
dolomicrite with
abundant calcitefilled pores

PP4-36

356

PP4-36-C1

356

“

Hearne PLC

0.04

-6.93

P3-10

0

Laminar
stromatolites w/
dolomicrite fill and
calcite-filled pores

McClean bulk
calcite

1.54

-11.03

TOC
(wt %)

δ13org
(PDB)
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Hand Sample
Description

Isotope Sample
Description
(δ13Ccarb)

δ13Ccarb
(PDB)

δ18O
(PDB)

TOC
(wt %)

δ13org
(PDB)

MIDWATER cont’d
P3-11

3

Laminar
stromatolites w/
dolomicrite fill and
calcite-filled pores

McClean bulk
calcite

1.44

-16.76

P3-15

16

Columnar
stromatolitic
spar/micrite
couplets with
abundant calcitefilled pores

McClean bulk
calcite

1.50

-15.51

P3-15-1

16

“

McClean RF

1.10

-15.51

P3-15-3

16

“

McClean RF

1.06

-14.44

P3-15-4

16

“

McClean RF

1.34

-15.87

P3-2-3

Columnar
stromatolitic
spar/micrite
couplets with
abundant calcitefilled pores

McClean MS

1.44

-12.51

P3-2-5

“

McClean MS

1.27

-10.31

P3-21

37

Columnar
stromatolitic
spar/micrite
couplets with
abundant calcitefilled pores

McClean bulk
calcite

1.74

-12.21

P3-21-2

37

“

McClean PLC

1.38

-15.22

P3-23

45

Dolomitized
laminar
spar/micrite
couplets

McClean bulk
dolomite

1.71

-9.76

P3-27

62

Irregular
spar/micrite
couplets with
calcite-filled pores

McClean bulk
calcite

1.53

-13.05

0.004

-24.44
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Hand Sample
Description

Isotope Sample
Description
(δ13Ccarb)

δ13Ccarb
(PDB)

δ18O
(PDB)

TOC
(wt %)

MIDWATER cont’d
P3-29

68

Dolomitized
laminar
spar/micrite
couplets

McClean bulk
dolomite

1.59

-7.07

P3-37

97

Spar/dolomicrite
couplets with
abundant calcitefilled pores

McClean bulk
calcite

1.55

-13.64

P3-38-1

100

Spar/dolomicrite
couplets with
abundant calcitefilled pores

McClean PLC

1.36

-14.27

P3-38-2

100

“

McClean PLC

1.05

-9.31

P3-38-3

100

“

McClean PLC

1.94

-3.07

P3-38-4

100

“

McClean PLC

1.43

-12.49

P3-38-5

100

Spar/dolomicrite
couplets with
abundant calcitefilled pores

McClean PFC

1.47

-11.81

P3-38C

100

“

McClean PLC

1.50

-13.53

P3-41B

113

Columnar
stromatolitic
spar/micrite
couplets with
abundant calcitefilled pores

McClean bulk
calcite

1.67

-13.03

P3-46

128

Dolomitized
columnar
stromatolites with
some calcite-filled
pores

McClean bulk
calcite

1.61

-14.93

0.002

δ13org
(PDB)
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Hand Sample
Description

Isotope Sample
Description
(δ13Ccarb)

δ13Ccarb
(PDB)

δ18O
(PDB)

TOC
(wt %)

MIDWATER cont’d
P3-55

155

Columnar
stromatolitic
spar/micrite
couplets with
abundant calcitefilled pores

McClean bulk
calcite

1.61

-14.44

P3-58

163

Columnar
stromatolitic
spar/micrite
couplets with
abundant calcitefilled pores

McClean bulk
calcite

1.31

-12.38

P3-58A

163

“

McClean bulk
calcite

1.62

-12.88

P3-58A
MIDDLE

163

“

McClean PLC

1.71

-13.39

P3-58B

163

“

McClean PLC

1.50

-12.24

P3-58B
LOW

163

Columnar
stromatolitic
spar/micrite
couplets with
abundant calcitefilled pores

McClean PLC

1.54

-13.17

P3-58B-1

163

“

McClean PLC

1.74

-11.97

P3-58B-2

163

“

McClean PLC

1.56

-11.60

P3-58B-3

163

“

McClean
microspar

1.52

-13.32

P3-58B-3

163

“

McClean PLC

1.65

-11.81

P3-58B-4

163

“

McClean PLC

1.32

-11.49

P3-61

173

Columnar
stromatolitic
spar/micrite
couplets with
abundant calcitefilled pores

McClean bulk
calcite

1.41

-10.56

0.006

δ13org
(PDB)
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Hand Sample
Description

Isotope Sample
Description
(δ13Ccarb)

δ13Ccarb
(PDB)

δ18O
(PDB)

TOC
(wt %)

δ13org
(PDB)

MIDWATER cont’d
P3-63

179

Columnar
stromatolitic
spar/micrite
couplets with
abundant calcitefilled pores

McClean bulk
calcite

1.48

-9.84

P3-72

213

Dolomtized,
laminar
stromatolites

McClean bulk
dolomite

1.03

-12.12

P3-72B

213

Possible neptunian
dike sample,
dolomitized

McClean bulk
dolomite

1.94

-10.00

P3-83

250

Dolomitized
columnar
stromatolites,
vuggy porosity

McClean bulk
dolomite

1.48

-4.81

P3-86

260

Dolomitized,
laminar
stromatolites

McClean bulk
dolomite

2.35

-9.67

DEEP - All McClean Fm.
MCC

Columnar
stromatolitic
spar/micrite
couplets with
siliciclastic infill

McClean bulk
calcite

1.35

-14.60

MCC-C10

“

non-lum. PLC

0.92

-14.26

McC-C2

“

non-lum. PLC

1.16

-12.32

McC-C3

“

non-lum. PLC

1.12

-14.49

McC-C3A

“

non-lum. PLC

1.10

-13.45

McC-C4

“

non-lum. PLC

1.23

-13.89

McC-C5

“

non-lum. PLC

1.17

-14.05

McC-RC1

“

luminescent PLC

1.00

-14.59

0.009

-15.52
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Hand Sample
Description

Isotope Sample
Description
(δ13Ccarb)

δ13Ccarb
(PDB)

δ18O
(PDB)

McC-RC2

“

luminescent MS

1.19

-14.19

McC-RC3

“

non-lum. PLC

1.16

-14.74

McC-RC4

“

non-lum. PLC

0.90

-14.25

P5-10

Dolomitized
spar/micrite
couplets with
siliciclastic infill

McClean bulk
calcite

1.18

-14.68

P5-10(B)-4

“

luminescent MS

1.15

-14.69

P5-10B-8

“

non-lum. PLC

1.09

-14.64

P5-10T-11

“

non-lum. PLC

1.10

-14.28

P5-11

Dolomitized
spar/micrite
couplets with
siliciclastic infill

McClean bulk
calcite

1.18

-16.34

P5-11-C1

“

luminescent PLC

1.09

-14.39

P5-11-C2

“

PLC

0.59

-15.10

P5-11-C3

“

PLC

0.88

-14.11

P5-11-C4

“

non-lum. PLC

0.89

-15.40

P5-11-C6

Dolomitized
spar/micrite
couplets with
siliciclastic infill

lum. fracture
calcite

0.11

-15.92

P5-3

Columnar
stromatolitic
spar/micrite
couplets with
siliciclastic infill

McClean bulk
calcite

0.10

-16.82

P5-3-1

“

microspar

-0.10

-16.97

P5-3-2

“

luminescent PLC

-0.04

-16.96

P5-3-3

“

luminescent PLC

0.41

-14.89

Sample
No.

Stratig.
ht. (m)

TOC
(wt %)

δ13org
(PDB)

DEEP cont’d

0.010

-21.07

0.003

0.014

-12.41
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Hand Sample
Description

Isotope Sample
Description
(δ13Ccarb)

δ13Ccarb
(PDB)

δ18O
(PDB)

P5-5

Dolomitized
spar/micrite
couplets with
siliciclastic infill

McClean bulk
calcite

1.38

-15.37

P5-6

Columnar
stromatolitic
spar/micrite
couplets with
siliciclastic infill

McClean bulk
calcite

1.18

-14.09

P5-6-C-10

“

luminescent PLC

1.09

-14.07

P5-6-C1

“

luminescent PLC

0.79

-14.27

P5-6-C11

“

luminescent PLC

1.08

-13.86

P5-6-C12

“

luminescent PLC

1.05

-14.10

P5-6-C2

“

luminescent PLC

1.05

-14.31

P5-6-C3

“

luminescent PLC

1.58

-6.31

P5-6-C3R

“

luminescent PLC

1.07

-13.00

P5-6-C4

“

luminescent PLC

1.11

-14.30

P5-6-C5

“

luminescent PFC

1.15

-14.33

P4-22

Bleached limestone
rhythmite under
laccolith

luminescent cc

1.23

-19.72

P4-12

Limestone/silicicla
stic rhythmite

luminescent cc

-0.75

-17.85

P4-13

Limestone/silicicla
stic rhythmite

luminescent cc

-0.49

-17.63

P4-27

Bleached limestone
rhythmite cm's
from laccolith

luminescent cc

1.72

-19.92

Sample
No.

Stratig.
ht. (m)

TOC
(wt %)

δ13org
(PDB)

DEEP cont’d

RHYTHMITE

0.019

-20.92

Table A-1 cont’d
KEY
PLC= pore-lining cement (if not labeled, then non-luminescent)
PFC= pore-filling cement (
“
)
RF= radial fibrous cement (
“
)
MS = microspar
(
“
)
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Table A-2. Isotopic and trace metal data for bulk carbonate analyses of Pethei group
carbonates.
Samp. ID

Descr.

δ13C ‰

δ18O ‰

Ca (ppm )

Fe(ppm)

P5-3

deep

0.1

-16.82

402000

3570

1560

3570

45

P5-1

deep nod.

-5.14

-17.86

322000

2990

2030

2240

75

McC(2)

deep

1.34

-14.38

437000

980

1740

982

50

PP2-2

shall (dol)

1.2

-8.7

243000

19800

93750

974

36

P5-10

deep

1.18

-14.68

276000

2410

3260

936

43

P5-6

deep

1.18

-14.09

313000

2760

4140

886

59

McC

deep

1.35

-14.6

372000

1190

1960

881

49

1

-14.44

372000

1190

1960

881

49

Mg(ppm) Mn (ppm) Sr (ppm)

P5-5

deep

1.38

-15.37

354000

1920

3620

810

43

P5-11

deep

1.18

-16.34

347000

960

2320

794

33

P3-23

mid

1.71

-9.76

158000

8430

75450

510

22

P3-21

mid

1.74

-12.21

319000

3080

44190

321

40

P4-27

rhyth

1.72

-19.92

423000

110

330

273

45

P4-27

rhyth

1.73

-19.74

423000

110

330

273

45

P3-72

mid (dol)

1.03

-12.12

242000

4200

25180

210

42

P3-41B

mid

1.67

-13.03

382000

2690

28300

198

42

P4-12

rhyth

-0.75

-17.85

91000

7810

3280

181

34

P4-13

rhyth

-0.46

-17.6

234000

1980

1510

175

35

Table A-2 cont’d
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Samp. ID

Descr.

δ13C ‰

δ18O ‰

Ca (ppm )

Fe(ppm)

P3-37

mid

1.55

-13.64

421000

220

2780

153

70

P4-13

rhyth

-0.49

-17.63

201000

1700

1300

150

30

PP2-24

shall s.

1.61

-10.62

396000

200

2320

131

58

PP-5

shall (dol)

0.92

-9.82

425000

1300

6360

94

59

P7-2

shall (dol)

1.9

-11.66

411000

320

3360

59

40

PP3-19

shall s.

1.7

-10.19

469000

120

3630

39

78

PP4-19

shall (dol)

2.13

-9.46

431000

390

4670

37

37

P3-58A

mid

1.62

-12.88

453000

190

3850

29

43

P3-72B

mid (dol)

1.89

-10.11

0

0

0

0

0

PP4-7

shall s.

1.71

-9.36

366000

50

2510

0

40

PP4-36

shall s.

1.85

-9.09

389000

100

3680

0

32

PP4-14

shall

1.83

-9.41

484000

90

2820

0

43

PP3-27

shall s.

1.83

-9.62

448000

130

3730

0

57

PP4-11

shall

1.76

-9.35

431000

110

3120

0

27

PP3-27

shall s.

1.83

-9.56

448000

130

3730

0

57

KEY
deep = deep water stromatolitic carbonate
mid = midwater stromatolitic carbonate
shall = shallow water stromatolitic carbonate
rhyth = basinal limestone rhythmite

Mg(ppm) Mn (ppm) Sr (ppm)
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Photomicrographs of Pethei thin sections

Figure A1-1: Stained thin section from mid-depth carbonate of McClean formation
showing preservation of radial fibrous cement texture and Alizarin Red stain for calcium
carbonate. Views for all thin sections are 1.85 mm across unless otherwise stated.

Figure A1-2. McClean Formation - radial fibrous carbonate surrounding microspar.
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Figure A1-3. McClean Formation - mid-depth. Picture shows variability in cathode
luminescence from less luminescent fibrous cement (left -structure not visible) through
several generations of pore-filling cements.

Figure A1-4. McClean Formation. Spar-micrite couplet. Note isolated rhombs of
dolomite.
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Figure A1-5: McClean Formation - deep water sample. Blocky cements, dolomite, and
siliciclastic material. Field of view is 1.85 mm.

Figure A1-6: McClean Formation - deep water sample. Blocky, highly luminescent
calcite interlayered with siliciclastic material. Field of view is 1.85 mm.

Appendix B

BOX MODEL ADDENDA

Derivation of ΣPO4 Equation for Closed and Open System Deep Oxygen

For the closed system with no riverine input or burial output, the steady state
governing model equations for the closed system are
O 2,d = O 2 ,h − R (PO 4,d − PO 4,h )

(A1)

Pl = PO 4,d T

(A2)

Ph = PO 4,d Fhd − PO 4,h (Fhd + T )
ΣPO 4 = Vh PO 4,h + Vd PO 4,d .

(A3)
(A4)

Combining equations (A2) and (A3) gives
Pl + Ph = (PO 4,d − PO 4,h )(Fhd + T )

(A5)

and substituting (A2) into (A5) gives

(PO

4 ,d

− PO 4,h )(Fhd + T ) = Ph + PO 4,d T .

Solving (A4) for PO4,h and substituting into (A6) results in

(A6)
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PO 4,d

 Ph
ΣPO 4 


F +T + V 
h
.
=  hd
 Vd

T
1 +

−

Vh Fhd + T 


(A7)

Equation (A3) can be solved for PO4,h and yields
PO 4 ,h =

PO 4,d Fhd − Ph
Fhd + T

(A8)

.

The deep-to-high-latitude phosphate gradient can then be shown to be
∆PO 4 ,d − h =

(ΣPO 4T + Ph (Vd + Vh ) ) ,
(Vd T + Fhd (Vd + Vh ) )

resulting in
O 2,d = O 2 ,h − R

(ΣPO 4T + Ph (Vd + Vh ) )
.
(Vd T + Fhd (Vd + Vh ) )

(A9)

(A10)

For the open system, the governing equations are given in the text. Solving equation (2)
for PO4,h and combining with equation (1) gives
Ph + Pl = (PO 4,d − PO 4,h )(Fhd + T ) + Riv ,

(A11)

for the open system. It can be shown using Equations (1), (2), and (3) that
Riv = (1 − f )(Ph + Pl ) ,

(A12)

which can be substituted into (A11) to give an equation for the steady state phosphate
gradient:
 f  Riv

PO 4 ,d − PO 4,h = 
 1 − f  Fhd + T


.



(A13)

In simple terms, the phosphate gradient increases as the fraction of organic carbon
flux remineralized increases, as the riverine input increases, and as the rate of ocean
mixing decreases.
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Equation (A13) can combined with (A4) (which is the same for the open and
closed systems) to yield

PO 4,d

 f 

Riv 
 1 − f  + ΣPO 4
Fhd + T
Vh
;
=
V
1+ d
Vh

(A14)

and when equation (A12) is solved for PO4,h and combined with equation (A4), the
solution is

PO 4,h

 f 

Riv
1 − f 
ΣPO 4

−
Vd
(Fhd + T )
=
1 + Vh 

Vd 


.

(A15)

Next Equation (2) can be solved for PO4,h,

PO 4,h =

(PO

4 ,d

Fhd − Ph )

Fhd + T

,

(A16)

and substituting equations (A14) and (A15) into (A16) gives equation (A9). Combining
(A9) and equation (2) from the text yields equation (A10), which is thus identical for the
closed and open systems.

Stella Box Model Programs

Three-Box Model
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Deep_O2(t) = Deep_O2(t - dt) + (O2_input - O2_output) * dt
INIT Deep_O2 = 1.70e-4*13.5738625e20
O2_input = conv_hd+therm_hd
O2_output = O2_decomp+therm_ds+conv_dh
conv_dh = conv_rate_const*deep_O2_conc
conv_hd = conv_rate_const*O_high
deep_O2_conc = Deep_O2/13.5738625e20
deep_P(t) = deep_P(t - dt) + (P_input - P_output) * dt
INIT deep_P = 2.15e-6*13.5738625e20
P_input = regen_hd+regen_sd+Th_hd+C_hd
P_output = C_dh+Th_ds
C_dh = conv_rate_const*deep_P_conc
C_hd = conv_rate_const*p_high
deep_P_conc = deep_P/13.5738625e20
O2_decomp = regen_total*Redfield_ratio
O2_micromoles = deep_O2_conc*1E6
O_high = 3.25e-4
Pgrad_II = (deep_O2_conc-O_high)/-Redfield_ratio
Redfield_ratio = 169
therm_ds = Therm_rate_const*deep_O2_conc
therm_hd = Therm_rate_const*O_high
f = 0.98315642395042
PO4hd_grad = deep_P_conc-p_high
p_high = ((deep_P_conc*conv_rate_const+(0.0*riverine)(regen_hd/f))/(conv_rate_const+Therm_rate_const))
regen_hd = ((S&H_Ph*5.4159e13*1000)/C:P_ratio)*f
regen_sd = (Th_ds+1.0*riverine)*f
regen_total = regen_hd+regen_sd
riverine = 3.32e10*1000*Riv_x_present
S&H_Ph = 1.55933815389729*Ph_X_present
sigma_PO4 = deep_P_conc*13.7e20+p_high*13.7e20*(1/16)*0.15
Th_ds = Therm_rate_const*deep_P_conc
Th_hd = Therm_rate_const*p_high
burial = (regen_total/f)*(1-f)
C:P_ratio = 130
conv_rate_const = 3.1536e7*1e6*S&H_fhd
fhd_x_present = 1
Ph = regen_hd/f
Ph_X_present = 1
Rate_X_present = 1
Riv_x_present = 1
S&H_fhd = 48e6*fhd_x_present
S&H_T = 1.9e+07*Rate_X_present
Therm_rate_const = 3.1536e7*1e6*S&H_T

Four-Box Model
INIT O2i = 1.18297082917034e-4*13.7e20*0.25
O2i_in = O2h*T+O2s*U
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O2i_out = stupid*(U+T)+fi*Redfield_ratio*Pl
micromoles_O2i = stupid*1E6
O2s = 240e-6*atm_O2_frac
conc_O2i = O2i/(13.7e20*0.25)
PO4i(t) = PO4i(t - dt) + (phosi_in - phosi_out) * dt
INIT PO4i = 1.21295253986172e-6*13.7e20*0.25
phosi_in = PO4h*T+fi*Pl
phosi_out = conc_PO4i*(U+T)
conc_PO4i = PO4i/(13.7e20*0.25)
Pl = U*conc_PO4i+riv
riv = 3.32e13*rivxpres
rivxpres = 1
PO4d(t) = PO4d(t - dt) + (phosd_in - phosd_out) * dt
INIT PO4d = 2.40924903558e-6*13.7e20*0.73
phosd_in = (T+Fhd)*PO4h+(f-fi)*Pl+Ph*f
phosd_out = conc_PO4d*(Fhd+T)
conc_PO4d = PO4d/(13.7e20*0.73)
O2d(t) = O2d(t - dt) + (O2d_in - O2d_out) * dt
INIT O2d = 179.131592468007e-6*13.7e20*0.73
O2d_in = O2h*(Fhd+T)
O2d_out = conc_O2d*(Fhd+T)+f*Redfield_ratio*Ph+(f-fi)*Redfield_ratio*Pl
conc_O2d = O2d/(13.7e20*0.73)
micromoles_O2d = conc_O2d*1E6
atm_O2_frac = 1
f = 0.9916
Fhd = 48e6*3.1536e7*1e6*fhdxpres
fhdxpres = 1
fi = 0.9
O2h = 325e-6*atm_O2_frac
Ph = Phxpres*2.5*1.55933815389729*5.4159e13*1000/130
Phxpres = 1
PO4h = (conc_PO4d*(Fhd+T)+T*conc_PO4i-Ph)/(Fhd+2*T)
Redfield_ratio = 169
T = 19e6*3.1536e7*1e6*Txpres
Txpres = 1
U = 60e6*3.1536e7*1e6*Uxpres
Uxpres = 1

Appendix C

PERMIAN MODEL DESCRIPTION AND SUPPLEMENTARY FIGURES

Model Description

The model used was MOM v. 1., a three-dimensional primitive equation model
derived from that described by Bryan (1979) and Bryan and Lewis (1979), using rigid lid
and Boussinesq approximations. Lateral boundary conditions are no-slip with insulating
walls for heat and salt, and there is a no-flux boundary at the ocean for heat and salt at the
ocean floor. Constant vertical and horizontal viscosity coefficients were used with values
of 20 cm2/s and 2.5 x 109 cm2/s. Mixed boundary conditions were used for temperature
and salinity forcing. Upper ocean layer temperatures were relaxed toward specified
forcing values using Newtonian damping with a restoring time scale of 16 days,
corresponding to a transfer velocity of 3 m/s for a 50 m thick mixed layer. Surface
salinities were similarly relaxed to average zonal values to produce a salt flux calculated
from a moisture flux (evaporation minus precipitation) predicted by GENESIS (land and
ocean) using the approach of Weaver et al. (1994).
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Phosphate and oxygen have no-flux boundaries at the bottom of the simulated
ocean, and there is no flux of phosphate into the ocean's surface. Oxygen concentrations
in surface waters are relaxed toward values in equilibrium with model-predicted
temperatures and salinities according to the relationship of Weiss (1970).
Carbon export from the photic zone is given by the following equation
(Yamanaka and Tajika, 1996):

Fexp = r*Lf *[PO4] * [PO4]/(h +[ PO4]).

(1)

The export flux is linearly related to the phosphate concentration, except when phosphate
declines to a value near the half-saturation constant, h, of 0.02 µmol/L (Maier-Reimer,
1993). Uptake is modified by a light limitation term, Lf, which is the cosine of latitude,
and a rate constant, r, of 0.8 yr-1 (Yamanaka & Tajika, 1996).
The exported organic flux is instantaneously remineralized below the euphotic zone
according to the power law of Martin et al. (1987)
F(z)= Fexp(z/ze)-.858

(2)

where Fexp is organic matter exported from the euphotic zone, F(z) is the remaining
particulate flux at depth z, and ze is the depth of base of the euphotic zone.
The model was run for with a timestep of 200 s for momentum calculations and
150000 s for tracers, and timesteps did not vary with depth.
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Additional Figures

Figure A3-1: Difference map of surface phosphate concentrations between high-gradient
and reduced gradient scenarios with modern mean ocean phosphate. Contours are in
µmol/L.
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Figure A3-2: Cross-sections of oxygen concentrations from transect just off western
coast of Pangea. Contours are in µmol/L.
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